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INTRODUCTION

The fifteen- second 7.1 Loma Prieta Earthquake which

struck the San Francisco Bay Region on October 17, 1989, was

the most powerful earthquake felt on the San Francisco

Peninsula since the 1906 Earthquake and Fire. Within the

earthquake's pareuneters sat two homes designed by Frank Lloyd

Wright (1867-1959) (Illustration 1). Although the two homes

are located within 30 miles of each other, one was quite

damaged by the earthquake and one was not.

Of these two homes designed by Wright, one home was built

in 1940 for Sydney and Louise Bazett in Hillsborough,

California. The other was constructed in 1937 for Paul and

Jean Hanna just thirty miles south of the Bazett house, on the

Stanford University Cctmpus.

Hanna House survived the Loma Prieta EarthquaJce but

sustained serious damage. The damage was so extensive that

Hanna House stands unoccupied today. What caused the

earthquake damage to Hanna House? Research for this thesis

indicates that it was the additional weight of the subsequent

remodels and additions to Hanna House over the years that

increased its potential for the severe earthquake damage we

see today.

A diligent, conscientious and well-docvm\ented effort must

be made to install an appropriate seismic repair and

strengthening program within the building's current existing

structural frame. Hanna House must be made habitable again

and available to the public because it is an important

building to the history of architecture and art. Hanna House





ILLUSTRATION 1

Location of the Hanna and Bazett House

On The San Francisco Peninsula*

Reproduced from: Gousha Travel Productions. Map. Ran Franc i am
Peninaula . San Jose: H.M. Gousha, 1989.
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is the only west coast residential structure designed by

Wright open to the public. We are fortunate indeed to have

this important structure located on the San Francisco

Peninsula. Hanna House endures as a distinct architectural

achievement throughout Wright's long and productive career

because it is the first constructed structure Wright designed

as a Usonian along a six-sided hexagonal grid or honeycomb

floor plan. Not only is Hanna House important

architecturally, it is important for researchers because an

extensive and careful documentation record has been

established.

The design and construction history of Hanna House is

particularly well -documented. In addition to the

correspondence and drawings held at the Getty Foundation Frank

Lloyd Wright Archives in Malibu, California and the Frank

Lloyd Wright Foundation at Taliesin West, Scottsdale, Arizona,

researchers are indebted to the Hannas for the labor of their

carefully written book, Frank Lloyd Wright ' s Hanna House. The

Clients' Report J-
. Professor and Mrs. Hanna wrote with

affection and warmth about the entire construction project

carefully describing and clearly detailing each step in the

design and construction phases of their cherished home.

In addition, it is significant that

Professor and Mrs. Hanna were the sole residents of their

unique home. The Hannas were able then to supervise the

subsequent modifications or additions made over the years to

assure that they were made in accordance with Wright's

1 Paul R. Hanna and Jean S. Hanna, Frank Linyd Wright's Hanna House. The
Client.q' Report (Carbondale: Southern Illinois University Press, 1981) .
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original Usonian design. Documenting their long association

with Wright and their experiences constructing and living in

their home, the Hannas collected and organized their extensive

and detailed archive of correspondence, construction drawings,

legal dociaments, bills, payrolls, magazine and newspaper

articles and photographs.

These records, have been donated to Stanford University,

and cataloged as the Archives Special Collection 280, Hanna-

Honeycomb House. For the remainder of this paper however, the

Archives will be called Stanford University Archives.

Hanna House was deeded to Stanford University in 1987 by

Professor and Mrs. Hanna thus preserving the structure in the

future from owners who may not be as sensitive to maintaining

Wright's original design and philosophy. The donation of both

Hanna House and Professor and Mrs. Hannas' extensive records

to the same institution, Stanford University, provides a

unique and thorough research opportunity.

Further, the entire January 1963 issue of House Beautiful

including fifty- nine pages of text and photographs was devoted

to the description of Hanna Houses. The issue included

numerous construction photographs, quotes and correspondence

from Wright, extensive interviews of Professor and Mrs. Hanna

and 1963 photographs, both interior and exterior, of Hanna

House

.

Hanna House is remarkable also in its number of awards.

In 1960, the American Institute of Architects recognized

Hanna House as one of Wright's seventeen significant

2 House Beautiful, 'A Great Frank Lloyd Wright House," House Beautiful
105 Jajiuary 1963, 54-113.
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buildings3. Hanna House was not only listed on the Department

of the Interior National Register of Historic Places January

7, 197 8, but it was also designated by the National Park

Service as a National Landmark in 19894. This important

National Landmark is located in the most severe earthquake

region of the United States.

The Bazett House is in good repair today; however, Hanna

House stands damaged, vacant and barricaded from the public.

As a result of the damage this nationally-acclaimed structure

sustained during the Loma Prieta Earthquake, the future of

Hanna House is in question. Because of the similarities in

location, age, design and construction, a comparison between

the Bazett House and the Hanna House will assist in designing

a seismic restoration plan for Hanna House. Funds are

accumulating now to make this possible.

Stanford University and the Federal Emergency Management

Agency (FEMA) reached agreement in March, 1994, on sharing

the cost of the 1989 Loma Prieta Earthquake damage to the

Stanford University Campus. In this agreement, FEMA approved

approximately $600,000 for a seismic repair of Hanna House.

In addition to the FEMA funds, the University has $400,000 in

hand for the restoration. Organizers are in the process

of developing a fund-raising drive to raise the remaining

3 Hanna, Frank Lloyd Wright's Hanna House. The CMpnts' Report , 123.

4 National Park Service, Landmark Status Report prepared by Carolyn
Pitts, 9 February 1989, Historical Division. San Francisco: western
Region of the National Park Service, 1989; U.S. Representative Paul N.

McCloskey to Professor Paul R. Hanna, Washington, D..C., Letter,
15 November 1978.
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funds necessary from the private sector^. There is much to

coordinate at this historic site.

When an important historic structure suffers earthquake

damage, there are many inportant issues to integrate.

Historic preservation is concerned with the complicated issue

of restoring the damaged property while retaining as much of

the historic site and original construction materials as

possible. At the same time attention is being given to

preserving the appearance, historic character, historic

fabric, charm and often the original function of the

structure, seismic strengthening systems need to be

incorporated to provide pxiblic safety^. Maintaining the

historic integrity of a building, while at the same time

strengthening that structure which is regularly subjected to

strong quaking forces, is a complicated design problem. The

situation places special structural, architectural aind

economic constraints on the projecf^. The ideal goal is to

rehabilitate the historic structure with as little destruction

of historic fabric as possible. However, because the area of

seismic rehabilitation is only now emerging as an engineering

discipline, there are few established criteria for the repair

5 Karen Bartholomew. "Stanford, FEMA Agree on Sharing Quake Repair Tab."

Stanford tlniversity Carrgpua Report . 26 March 1994, 1; ^4ary Madison.

"Quake -Damaged Hanna House Gets Face-Lift." Ran Francisco Chronicle. 8

March 1996.

6 Loring Wyllie, 'The Balance between Historic Preservation and Seismic

Safety-Can We Achieve It?" The Seismic Retrofit of Historic Buildings

Conference. (San Francisco: Western Region of the National Park

Service, 1991) , 5-1.

7 Gary C. Hart, "Defining and Quantifying an Adequate Level of Safety for

Historic Buildings," The Seismic Retrofit of Historic Buildings
Conference. (San Francisco: Western Region of the National Park

Service, 1991) , 22-2.
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or strengthening of earthquake- damaged buildingss. A repair

and restoration program will be recommended for Hanna House

based on the research reported in this thesis.

My research then included analyzing the history and

circumstances around the design and construction of both Hanna

House and the Bazett House. Chapters 1 and 2 will discuss the

design and construction history of both Hanna House and the

Bazett House. Chapter 3 will discuss the earthquake climate

along the San Francisco Peninsula, Discussions here will

include the location and formation of the San Andreas Fault

and the 1989 earthquake activity. In that same chapter, the

earthquake damage to Hanna House will be described. Chapter 4

will survey the regulations governing restoration of historic

Hanna House. Chapter 5 will report the conclusions of this

research and Chapter 6 will make recommendations for an

appropriate restoration program.

Due to the location of Hanna House, this unique and

acclaimed structure presents us with a complex challenge in

historic preservation. Hanna House, an iitportant structure in

architecture history and historic preservation, is located in

an active earthquake region and continues to be at risk in

future earthquakes. There are few exaitples to use for

guidance when planning a restoration of an historic structure

located in an active earthquake region. The majority of past

8 Eric Elsesser, "Repair of Five Historic Buildings Damaged by the Loma
Prieta Earthquake," The Seismic Retrofit of Historic Buildings
Conference. (San Francisco: western Region of the National Park
Service, 1991), 4-2; T. Perbix and P. Burke, "Technics Topics: Teaming
up for Seismic Retrofit," Progressive Architecture, 70 June 1989,117-
118.
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restoration projects have dealt with issues of neglect or lack

of a consistent maintenance program.

Here is the challenge: a balance must be struck between

the value of Hanna House and the cost to incorporate effective

safety and seismic strengthening fabric into the structure.

This repair program must not only be cost efficient, but must

also provide a high level of public safety. In addition the

program must preserve the historic fabric and maintain the

integrity of Wright's original design and structure.
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CHAPTER 1

ThP Design and Const-niction History

nf Hanna House

The construction project began for Paul and Jean Hanna

when they first read the writings of Frank Lloyd Wright in the

early 1930 's and wrote to him inquiring about his designing a

home for them. In their book, the Hannas revealed they were

both educators in New York City when they learned of the work

of Wright. Jean Hanna taught high school in the

New York City school system and Paul Hanna lectured at

Columbia University. Wright had been the Kahn lecturer at

Princeton in 1930 speaking on "Machinery, Material amd Men"

;

"Style in Industry"; "The Passing of the Cornice"; "The

Cardboard House" ; "The Tyranny of the Skyscraper" and "The

City" 9. While the Hannas did not actually attend Wright's

lectures at Princeton, they described "sitting up all night

reading and rereading" the lectures "aloud to each other" lo.

They were excited not only about the educational concepts

Wright advocated in those lectures, but also that their

educational beliefs were remarkably similar. Beginning with

the initial reading of those lectures that night, the Hannas

developed an enthusiastically unquestioning, although at times

strained, life- long devotion and respect for the creativity of

Wright. It was the Hannas' childhood remembrances that made

Wright's philosophy and designs appealing.

9 Frank Lloyd Wright, 'Being the Kahn Lectures for 1930,' Modern

Architecture (Princeton: Princeton Univ. Press, 1931) .

lOHanna, Frank Llnyd Wright's Hanna Hous e- The Clients' Report. 15.
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Both Paul and Jean Hanna were children of Minnesota

ministers. Through their childhood, both moved frequently

with their families as their fathers were appointed to new

churches. As a consequence of their similar experiences in

childhood, the Hannas felt strongly about making a more

permanent home for their own family. After reading the Kahn

Lectures, they wrote to Wright in Wisconsin, expressing their

enthusiasm for his ideas. Wright invited them to visit his

home and studio in Spring Green, Wisconsin on one of their

future Minnesota family visits^. In 1935, Stanford University

offered Paul Hanna a permanent faculty position in the

Education Department beginning the siommer of 1935^. While

this country continued to feel the effects of the depression,

the Hannas left New York City in June of 1935, on their drive

to Californiai3 . They stopped in Spring Green, Wisconsin to

renew their friendship with Wright and to initiate discussions

on their California homei^

,

The traditional house of that period, reported by

Sergeant, was two- story and designed in a square or

rectangular plan constructed over an excavated basement. The

basement housed the heating system and consequently raised the

house above ground levelis . windows faced directly on the

street . These houses were framed in wood with clapboard on

the exterior and plaster on the interior walls

.

11 Ibid., 13.

12 HouHfi Beautiful , 106.

13 Hanna, Frank Lloyd Wright's Hanna Housp. The Clients' Report . 16,

14 Ibid., 17.

15 John Sergeant, Frank Lloyd Wright's Uannian HnuaeH, (New York:

Watson-Guptill Publications, 1976), 17.
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Preliminary design discussions with the Hannas in 1935

coincided with Wright's rethinking of that traditional house

design. Wright's design ideas for the Hannas continued to

revolve around architectural design concepts which he first

demonstrated in his Prairie Houses. His Prairie Houses were

his first projects in which he broke out the confines of the

box or rectangle plan with both interior space and exterior

walls. Wright further opening up the floor plan by minimizing

dividing walls between adjacent rooms.

In those designs with eliminated interior walls, by

overlapping the comer spaces of adjacent rooms, he created

spaces of ambiguous use. Using the living and dining rooms as

an example, while the dining room continued to be an

individual use space, the overlapping comers between the

living and dining areas became ambiguous or open plan spaces.

With Wright overlapping the comers of the box- shaped rooms,

the rooms then evolved into open plan multiple-use areas.

Wright did not apply the overlapping corner concept to the

Prairie House kitchens. He left the kitchen at the back of

the house in the more traditional location, still separate

from the dining room.

The design concept of overlapped comers and ambiguous

spaces moved to its extreme at Fallingwater (1934-37), where

Wright abutted glass together at exterior wall comers

creating the illusion of removing the comer all together. In

addition to eliminating the traditional box plan, his Prairie

House designs expressed his interest in an organic

architecture.
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Appearing to be one with nature and growing from the

soil, his Prairie Houses were constructed with no basements.

The Prairie House color palette tended toward warm natural

colored plaster walls accented with natural wooden trim.

Wright believed that houses should be constructed with

natural, often on- the- site materials, express sympathy with

nature and generate a sense of the family home as a shelter.

Later these ideas evolved into revolutionary designs for

living spaces that for no one specific reason, Wright called

Usonianie. His Usonian concepts clarified further with his

design for the 1936 Herbert Jacobs home in Westmorland,

Wisconsin.

In the late 1930' s Wright had entered his seventieth

year. His career had taken a leap into the public eye with

not only the Jacobs house in 1936, but with the completion of

Fallingwater in 1934-37 for the Edgar J. Kauffman family in

Bear Run, Pennsylvania. At this time also, Wright was

involved in several other large projects: the Johnson Wax

Company Administration Building of 1936-39 in Racine,

Wisconsin; the Florida Southern College, Lakeland Master Plan

1938-41; Auldbrass, a 1939 private residence compound for

Mr. and Mrs. C. Leigh Stevens in Yemassee, South Carolina and

Taliesin West from 1934-37, a facility for his growing

practice and apprentice group outside Scottsdale, Arizona.

In addition, Wright had spent 1934 and 1935 focusing and

refining his designs for The Broadacre City project. At this

16 Meryle Secrest, Frank Llnycl Wright . (New York: HarperCollins

Publishers, 1993) 448,449; Sergeant, Frank Lloyd Wright's U.^onian

Houses, 16.
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time, his thoughts evolved to the belief that every man, woman

and child deserved to own an acre of ground and was entitled

to own his own homei^ . The Usonian houses reflected a

combination of Wright's own published philosophy on

architecture and also his Prairie House and Broadacre City

Project designsis.

Many of the the design features that evolved into his

Usonian plans were first expressed in the classically inspired

1893-94 William H. Winslow house in River Forest, Illinois.

This was young Wright's first independent commission cuid

tended toward simplicity both inside and outside. In contrast

to the more traditional house plan of the day previously

reported by Sergeant, the Winslow House was constructed on a

cement slab with no basement. Without building on a basement,

the structure was situated at ground level and then appeared

rooted to the building sitei^ . other design features of the

winslow House include increased interior openness and extended

vistas, a large central fireplace and inglenook, a broad

horizontal sheltering roof protecting the windows from view

and windows set at the roof lineso, one may speculate that

this window location in the Prairie House design evolved into

the clerestory windows seen in the Usonian houses

.

Other more general design concepts evolved from the

Prairie House to the Usonian designs. The more secluded entry

17 Frank Lloyd Wright, FranJc Llnyd Wrighr. Architect , ed. Terence Riley

and Peter Reed {New York: The Museiom of Modern Art, 1994), 45.

18 Frank Lloyd Wright, "Frank Lloyd Wright on Architecture. 1908: In the

Cause of Architecture, I " Arch. Rscord March 1908, 31-45.

13 Robert C. Twombly, Frank T.lnyd Wright. His Life and His Arrhi tfiCture

(New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1979), 245.

20 Ibid. , 42, 46.
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of the Prairie House became almost entirely hidden in the

Usonian. The overlapping room spaces first seen in the

Prairie House plan evolved into open multi-use rooms.

Wright's advancement of a less fonnal way of living expanded

into the Usonian plan with a combined living room and dining

room. The kitchen was located conveniently to these combined

spaces. The Prairie Houses established a close relationship

with the outside through larger windows, French doors and

expansive terraces. The Usonian houses took it a step further

and became one with nature as the confining comers of the

rooms disappeared into walls of glass. The porte-cochere of

the Prairie House evolved into Wright's Usonian design

feature, the car port.

Wright's Usonian houses stepped past the evolution from

the Prairie Style and into their own in the following areas.

They were constructed of inexpensive natural materials.

Wright believed they become more affordable then for the

average person. The houses were constructed on a cement pad

laid over gravel. Water- circulating radiant heating pipes

then were set in the gravel bed under the cement pad. This

radiant heating system replaced the more traditional furnace

so the Usonians had no need for a basement. There was no

attic either; the roof and the interior ceiling were one.

The Usonian houses incorporated a precise geometric grid

incised into the cement pad. The grid extended continuously

and included all exterior cement terraces. This geometric

grid then influenced all areas of the construction. All

structural members were designed to fit that grid. Wright
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believed with the accuracy of that grid, the construction

materials could be precut and to some extent even

prefabricated at another site. If not constructed off site,

then the materials could be assembled on the cement pad and

then laid up in place. This technique he believed could

further reduce the cost of the building. The supporting

central chimney was the next step in construction.

The brick chimney tower was built up after the pad was

poured and accurately incised. Then as the tower was

completed, the roof framing members could be attached to the

tower and connected to the load-bearing prefabricated exterior

walls installed along the floor grid linessi. Both exterior

and interior walls were similarly assembled. Usually they

were of three layers of wood sandwiched together. Over a

layer of insulating material, horizontal boards were attached

to flat -laid studs on both the exterior and interior walls.

The Usonian construction methods were as innovative as the

designs

.

Wright designed the Usonian houses as small one- story

detached dwellings for single families without servants. The

houses were varied to suit both the clients and site. Plans

were small and open, with individual efficient bedrooms to

maximize any spaciousness a small house might have. Varieties

in ceiling heights enhanced the illusion of spaciousness

created by the open plan.

The open plan living space around the central hearth was

designed to cultivate the family coming together as a unit, a

21 Sergeant, Frank Llnyd Wright's UHonian Hnusps . 19.
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concept first demonstrated in Wright's Prairie House designs.

The Usonian kitchen or laboratory, that Wright occasionally

called it, was efficient and centrally located to the living

and dining rooms encouraging interaction with the family and

guests22

.

These space-ef f icient houses were situated on building

sites so they presented a closed and private facade to the

street. The more traditional placement of front windows with

a view of the street had been eliminated. Instead, for

privacy from the street, clerestory windows were included in

exterior walls. To admit natural light, Wright incorporated

clerestory windows in both exterior and interior walls.

Exposed natural wood, not plaster or wall paper was used. The

use of natural materials on exterior and interior walls was

intended to create an organic oneness with nature. The cool

and secluded interior spaces were then enhanced by the beauty

and scent of the natural wood. These natural colors of the

wood and brick were reminiscent of the warm earth color

schemes of the Prairie Houses

.

The comfort of natural materials and the low overhanging

horizontal roof line and eaves of the Usonian homes created

the illusion of protection and privacy for the family. The

eaves also protected the rooms from the heat of the summer sun

eliminating the need for air conditioning yet trapped the

sun's warmth in the winter months. The most consistently

remembered aspect of the various Usonian plans is the

exciting, seemingly unrestricted communication with nature and

22 Hanna, Frank Llnyd Wright '.g Hanna Hniias. The ClifintH' Rfiport . 26.
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the out of doors. Wright achieved that oneness with nature

through the use of the open plan and his use of natural

materials, earth colors and walls of glass. Wright's design

ideas were revolutionary for his time as reported in the

January 1963 House Beautiful issue on Hanna House.

In that issue of House Beautiful , Wright's philosophy was

reported. He believed the 120 -degree angles of the hexagon

were more suited to human 'to and fro' movement 23, m 1937,

Wright believed "a cross section of honeycomb has more

fertility and flexibility where human movement is concerned

than the square" 24. The second Hanna House design included

the honeyccanb or hexagon plan.

Wright submitted two design concepts to the Hannas. It

was the second house design that embraced his forward thoughts

and incorporated the hexagon shape as the basis for his design

grid (Illustration 2) . The first design plan submitted to the

Hannas in late 1935, was for a two- story house. The Hannas

reviewed their notes from their early summer, 1935 meeting

with Wright. While the concept of a two- story house design

had neither been accepted nor denied, the Hannas did find

reference in their notes to their request of a "house nestling

into the contours of the hill"25. This request did not appear

compatible with Wright's original design of a two- story

house. Professor Hanna wrote back to Wright stating they were

only interested in plans for a one -story house26

.

23 Hcaiae Beautiful , 71.

24 Frank Lloyd Wright, Thp Arnhitfictural Forum, 68 January 1938, 68.

25 Hanna, Frank Ll oyd Wright's Hanna Houap. The Clisnta' Report. 18.

26 Ibid., 18.
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ILLUSTRATION 2

Plan of The Hanna House*

Permission to copy from Paul R. Hanna & Jean S. Hanna, Frank T.lnyd

Wright's Hanna House. Thp clients' Report , Carbondale: Southern
Illinois University Press, 1981 granted by the Frank Lloyd Wright
Foundation, Scottsdale, AZ. © FLW FDN, Scottsdale, AZ.
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In the meantime, Mr. and Mrs. Wright and their daughter

lovanna visited with the Hannas the last week of March, 1936.

Wright was able to walk the available building sites with the

Hannas so that when he sent the second design, it was a one-

story plan and more appropriate for the available locations27

.

Wright wrote, "I imagine [the enclosed sketches] will be

something of a shock, but perhaps not..." He continued in his

letter to describe the plan, the natural light illuminating

the laboratory kitchen and bathrooms, the contrasting high and

low ceilings in every room and the flow from the living room

through the glass doors to the terrace outside. He added,

"...spacious and spreads itself, it is not unduly extravagant,

I think. It is so much more practical, I believe, than the

conventional house" 28.

This second hexagonal-based design also was a shock for

the Hannas. During his Palo Alto visit in March, Wright had

talked about his hexagonal grid concept, but the Hannas'

memories did not retrieve any details of these discussions29

.

At the same time the Hannas were discussing designs and

floor plans with Wright, they were also negotiating with the

property owner, Stanford University, to lease an available

construction site. The first two sites were flat. The hill

top lot that was finally selected was actually the third

parcel made available to Professor and Mrs. Hanna. They had

seen the hill site, 7 37 Coronado Avenue (to be renamed

Frenchman' s Road, at a later date) , felt it was the ideal site

27 Ibid., 19.

28 Ibid., 20, 21.

29 Ibid., 20.
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for their new home and were persistent with the Provost's

Office in requesting that particular lot 3°. The University-

had originally intended to leave the entire area in open

space, but acquiesced in the face of the Hannas'

determination. The Hannas' third site influenced Wright's

final plan.

On approximately, July 1, 1936, the Hannas were able to

wire to Wright, "Today [the] University allotted us wonderful

southern exposure hill top site"3i. Wright creatively

adjusted their house design then to suit this lot which

included a falling away slope to the West.

Placement of the Hannas' home along the hill parcel of

property is similar to the orientation of Taliesin in Spring,

Green, Wisconsin. Wright situated both Taliesin and the

Hannas' house around and into the brow of their respective

hills. The hexagonal grid plan of the Hannas' home

accommodated the hill site location well; however, privacy

from the street was sacrificed. Wright had to make

adjustments here which were not entirely compatible with his

Usonian thinking. The southwest house wall of French doors

and full-length windows became open to public view from the

street and driveway. This wonderful sunny location, however,

included some problems.

Mrs. Hanna wrote to Wright on approximately July 1, 1936,

about the activities of the previous owner and "The Romance of

30 Ibid., 22.

31 Paul and Jean Hanna to F. L. Wright, l July 1936, Telegram, Stanford
University Archives Special Collection 280, Carton l, V. 2, Doc.

#360084.
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the Hill", at the location of their construction site32. she

described the tunnels the earlier owner Peter Coutts had

formed through a hill on his property which he called the

Cypress Hill subdivision. These tunnels were excavated in

order to connect his two artificial lakes with a nearby stream

but were left incomplete and then abandoned. Senator and Mrs.

Leland Stanford had purchased all Mr. Coutts property in the

1870' s to augment their already sizable land holdings which

subsequently became Stanford University33 . Mrs. Hanna

indicated to Wright that the opening to one of the Coutts

irrigation tunnels was at the foot of their hillside, just off

Coronado Avenue.

There are two tunnels on the property, according to John

Hanna, son of Professor and Mrs. Hanna34. The entrances he

said were between their driveway and Frenchman's Road. He

recalled that one 4x6 foot tall tunnel through sandstone

extended straight for about 200 feet to the southeast, then

made a 90 -degree turn to the left or northeast, with a return

to the southeast for 50-60 feet into a dead end. The tunnel

came to an end, John Hanna reported, approximately under the

living room terrace. The second tunnel, located to the left

of the first tunnel, was dug through "dirt" 35, it extended

for only 50 feet and came to a dead end also under the

32 Jean Hanna to F. L. Wright, July l, 1936 Letter, Stanford University

Archives Special Collection 280, Carton 1, Vol. 2, Doc #360082 & 360083.

33 Stanford University Archives Special Collection 280, Photo Albtim, Vol

1., pg. 3.

34 John Hanna, Interview by author, Palo Alto, Calif., 29 March 1994.

35 Ibid., 1994.
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driveway. John Hanna said when he was a child, his father had

the entrances bulldozed closed for safety reasons.

Through the years of living in the house, John Hanna did

not remember seeing any "settling" cracks in the house

structure, the cement floor or terraces which would indicate

settled soil under the house foundationse . The soils report

indicated that much of the site is "underlain by moderate to

high plasticity silty clay and sandy clay and loose to medium

dense clay sand/fill. The fill is underlain by residual soils

consisting of medium dense to very dense clay sands and low

plasticity sandy clays and silty clays"37. Tj^e U.S.

Geological Survey indicates the soil includes poorly indurated

non-marine conglomerate, sandstone, mud and stone. According

to the U.S. Geological Survey map, the site of Hanna House is

located along the Coast Range east of the Scin Andreas Faultaa.

Returning to the construction process, once the Hannas

concluded discussions with Stanford University, agreed on this

location and terms of their land lease. Professor and Mrs.

Hannas' efforts turned to searching for a general contractor.

They learned of building contractor Harold Turner from

San Jose, California. Stanford University Professor Daniel

Mendelowitz recommended Turner after he had done some work for

him. The Hannas wrote to Wright, "It happens that Mr. Harold

Turner, one of the two men we are considering, is going to be

36 Ibid. , 1994.
3"^ J. V. Lowney & ARsnr;. ,

c;eotRch.ni(-;al Invpstigation for Hanna House

.qRiHmic; Upgrade, Stanford, Calif ., (Mt. View: J.V. Lowney & Assoc,
199 0) exec summary #1.

38 U.S. Department of the Interior, rteologiral Maps of Unner Cenozoic

Deposits in Central California (U.S. Geological Survey: Restin, Va.,

1993) , map 1-1934.
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in the middle west for the Christmas season" 39. The Hannas

suggested that Wright invite Turner to stop at Taliesin for an

interview.

After completion of the lease agreement with Stanford,

the visit Turner had in Wisconsin with Wright, and with

Wright's approval of Turner as general contractor, the

building project proceeded. However, one Sunday afternoon,

the Hannas were on their property laying out their house with

stake and string according to Wright ' s plans , when they were

interrupted by a hiker walking through. The man was Professor

of Geology Bailey Willis, whom, they said looked disapproving

at them. Professor Willis asked what they were doing and when

the Hannas told him about their construction project.

Professor Willis warned them that, "a minor earthquake fault

runs right through this hill"4o.

When they recounted this conversation to Wright, he

responded in a telegram, "I built the Imperial Hotel"4i.

Wright had spent six years in Tokyo, Japan from 1916 to 1923.

He had studied the earthquake environment and the appropriate

construction methods and materials as he designed and

supervised construction of the Tokyo Imperial Hotel. It was

not the Usonian design of Hanna House that caused the

earthquake damage we see today.

Wright believed that in a Usonian design auxiliary or

39 Hanna, Frank Llnyd Wright's Hanna Houh p- Thp Clients' Report. 33.

40 Ibid., 31; Bailey Willis to Paul Hanna, Sept. 7, 1936 Letter, Stanford

University Archives Special Collection 280, Carton 1, Vol. 2, Doc#

360090.
41 Hanna, Frank- T.loyd Wright's Hanna House. The Clients' Report . 31.
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private rooms should be small to encourage simplicity's. This

philosophy is reflected at Hanna House. The floor plan

includes small bedrooms, a narrow connecting hall and small

kitchen. These small spaces were also in keeping with

Wright's six design principles describing organic

architecture. He originally designed three small but open

bedrooms for the Hannas' children with accordion walls to pull

if the children wanted privacy. This idea did not please the

Hannas. They insisted upon and acquired three small separate

bedrooms for their children, two boys and a girl's.

The hexagonal -grid house Wright designed anticipated a

growing and chcinging family. As a consequence, the interior

bedroom walls were not load-bearing so they could be

rearranged at a later date when the children were no longer

living at home. Though considered Usonian in design. The

Hanna House of today nestled into the hillside does not

incorporate several of the general Usonian features.

Usonian houses typically present a closed facade to the

public street side. The Hanna House facade facing the street

is the glazed southwest wall of the living room and play room.

With a total of 4,825 square feet, Hanna House is a much

larger plan than Wright's other Usonian houses. Despite the

larger plan, Hanna House remains a single family dwelling.

Another Usonian feature, siib- floor hot water radiant

heating, was not installed in the cement pad at Hanna House.

The Hannas had never lived on the west coast so when Wright

proposed embedding heating pipes in the cement pad, the Hannas

42 Wright, Frank T.loyd Wright Arnhi tprt , 33.

43 Hanna, Frank Llovd Wright's Hanna Houhs. The Clients' Rspnrt , 25,
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believed, based on their east coast experiences, that a

forced-air system would be more efficient and thus preferable.

That heater was housed in a small basement room under the

study and kitchen.

The copper roof originally installed at Hanna House was

inconsistent with Wright's desire to create less expensive

Usonian housing. While copper is a lighter weight and more

flexible roofing material than other materials such as

shingles or tar and gravel it also is more expensive. As a

young academic couple, the final cost of their building

project was a critical issue for the Hannas. Funding for

housing was difficult to obtain during the depression.

Federal Housing Authority (FHA) funds were lent for

construction projects of more traditional designs. The FHA

stated in regard to the Usonian designs, "the very uniqueness

of the design put it beyond the scope of their approval" ^4.

The Hanna' s budgeted $15,000 for their project; however,

they soon realized their home was coming in well over budget.

Even after dividing the project into two phases, the cost for

completing the first phase came to $36,000, an

150 percent cost increase over the original budget for the

entire project. Even in the face of mounting construction

expenses, the Hannas continued to be enthusiastic about the

design and construction of their home. Their excitement and

energy for the project radiate from the pages of their

correspondence. Turner was an enthusiastic participant also.

In a letter to the Hannas, Turner wrote "...I feel that it is

44 Sergeant, Frank Llnyd Wright's Usonian Houses. 24.
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more than a mere house or shelter. It expresses personality

in every detail, and may I call it a possession for your soul

as well as for physical well -being" 45. Finally, by the second

week of January 1937 , Turner came to the property to stake out

the construction site. The Hannas' dream was underway at

last.

Turner proceeded in laying out the site for the

construction according to "The General instructions to the

Builder" provided by Wright. The instructions stated that the

top soil was to be removed from the hillside construction site

and stored on the lot to be used later in grading46. Turner

continued then with this foundation preparation. The Hannas

add in their book that they had to first blast rock below the

shallow layer of adobe for the basCTient furnace room and 4x4
foot connecting utilities tunnel^v . The utilities tunnel ran

the entire length of the house under the bathrocans

accommodating the heating ducts, electrical wires, water and

sewage pipes.

Working drawing #37 in the Stanford University Archives

and working drawing #3701-026 in the Getty Foundation Frank

Lloyd Wright Archives, detail construction of a 12 -inch wide

perimeter wall foundation and an 8 -inch wide foundation for a

retaining wallas (illustration 3) . Notes on the blueprint held

45 Harold P. Turner to Paul and Jean Hanna, Letter, November 29, 1936,
Stanford University Archives Special Collection 280, Vol. 2,
Doc. #360110.
46 Hanna, Frank Lloyd Wright's Hanna Hnu.qe. The Clients' Report , 34.
47 Paul Hanna, n.d.. Notes, Stanford University Archives Special
Collection 280, Carton III, Vol. 23, Doc. #620031.
48 Stanford University Archives Special Collection 280, Drawing #37;
Getty Foundation Frank Lloyd Wright Archive, Drawing #37 01-026.
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Haima House Foundation Drawing*
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The Hanna House drawing #3701.026 was redrawn with permission of the

Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation. © 1996 FLW FDN, Scottsdale, AZ.
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at Stanford indicate "Carry all inside and outside walls

through adobe to ground". Wright also specified that the

foundation for the living room fireplace should be constructed

as the others and extend as the others, to

"... solid ground" 49 .

There are inany construction photos in the Stanford

University Archives organized and captioned by the Hannas.

The photographs record reinforcing bar extending out of the

perimeter house foundation, retaining wall foundations and the

central chimney and towerso. The 1938 Specification Documents

for Building Materials & Construction do not specify

reinforcing bar in foundation areas^i. The construction

schedule was plagued throughout by delayed construction and

detail drawings.

Mr. Hanna wrote to Wright on January 10, 1939, "We wired

you several days ago asking for cross sections on the

foundation so that we can see just how you plan to have this

laid, we need reinforcing steel instructions^a . Hanna

construction photos indicate the interior reinforced concrete

foundation and a reinforced perimeter wall foundation were in

place before the cement mat was poured^s . Construction of the

cement foundation pad then followed.

49 Stanford University Archives Special Collection 280, Drawing #41.

50 Stanford University Archives Special Collection 280, Photos, Vol.1.

51 Pacific Coast Building Official's Conference, Specification Documents

for Building Materials & Construction . (Los Angeles: Pacific Coast

Building Officials, 1938)

.

52 Stanford university Archives Special Collection 280, Carton 1, Vol.3,

Doc #370065.
53 Stanford University Archives Special Collection 280, Photo Album vol

1, 24,26,30,32 & 41.
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Wright instructed the contractor to "...build the mat any-

way.... "54. Yet, Wright specified the cement mat installed in

two layers. The top was to be 2 -inches thick, laid over an

unspecified under mat which in turn had been laid over

4 1/2 -inches of gravel^s. Hanna photos and captions show that

Turner strengthened the mat over Wright's specifications.

Over the bottom layer of gravel, the contractor laid a 3 -inch

cement pad strengthened by a grid of reinforcing bars. A

heavy wire mesh was placed on top of this bottom 3 -inch mat

before the top or final 3 -inch mat was laid.

This reinforced final cement pad was poured as

continuously as possible in one project, limited as it was by

the single on site cement hand mixer^e . The 26 -inch side

hexagonal grid was then precisely incised in the top 3 -inch

thick pad. According to Wright, it was essential that the

accurately measured hexagon grid extend from the interior

floor to and including the exterior surrounding terraces.

Following the top cement pad installation and curing, came the

furnace placement

.

The forced-air furnace was located in the small basement

room under the kitchen. From that small room, the

4x4 foot utility tunnel ran the length of the house under

the bathrooms. The bathtubs then were recessed into the top

of this tunnel creating an illusion of more space in the small

bathrocans

.

54 Hanna, FranJc Llovd Wright's Hanna Hnnsp. Ths CliRnta' Report , 42.
55 House Beautiful , 71.
56 Stanford University Archives Special Collection 280, Photo Album,
Carton 8, Vol.1, 19.
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Once the utility tunnel, perimeter foundation, heater

room and the cement pad were poured, construction began on the

central living room brick fireplace and ventilation tower.

The central chimney and ventilation tower are 21 and 1/2 feet

tall from the floor and extend thirty- two brick courses above

the roof line. Each brick is 2 5/8 inches tall by

8 1/4 inches long. One course of mortar is 5/8 inches wide.

Added together then, a brick course and one mortar row is 3

1/4 inches wide. The chimney and ventilation tower extension

at thirty- two brick courses lifts approximately 8 feet 8

inches above the roof line.

When the chimney and tower were completed, the framing

members for the roof were attached to the brick chimney. The

roof members then extended to the exterior wall hexagonal

piers or columns (Illustration 4)57. steel flitch plates were

laid across the tops of these piersse. At the same time the

roof members were extended to the support walls, the non-

supporting walls were laid up and installed along the

hexagonal grid lines. Those exterior wall grid lines were

made of zinc weather stripping channels embedded in the cement

pad59

.

Both the interior and exterior walls were constructed in

the innovative Usonian sandwich wall construction method

described previously. At Hanna House, they were constructed as

2 3/4 -inch sandwich walls. First insulating paper was placed

over the 1-inch by 6 -inch flat laid studs. Then both

57 House Beautiful . 71.

58 Ibid., 71.

59 Hanna, Frank Llnyd Wrighr.'s Hanna House. The Clients' Report . 35-36

,
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ILLUSTRATION 4

Haima House Roof Supports *

Permission to photocopy Frank Lloyd Wright, Houae Beautiful , 98,

granted by the Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation, Scottsdale, AZ, 1996.© flw
FDN, Scottsdale, AZ.
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the interior and exterior 12 -inch wide horizontal redwood

boards were held in place by the battens. The battens were

then attached with screws to the studs^o. The screws were

installed so that the hatch marks were horizontal and parallel

to each other. Plywood was not specified in the walls;

however, Wright requested "plywood sheathing or ship- lap"

installed in the ceilingsi- "Nu-Wood" was installed in the

interior ceiling and is simply a decorative non- structural

1/2 -inch pressed cardboard insulating material's. As the

construction progressed, the copper roof or "skin" was

installed63. Particularly because it was the first house on

the San Francisco Peninsula designed by Wright, the

construction attracted much local attention and publicity'^

.

At a 1987 Hanna House reception. Professor Hanna

remembered that in the 1930 's there was "considerable

opposition" to the unusual home. He recalled that people felt

the "unorthodox house would depress the value of all houses

and buildings on this canpus"'^. However, clients and the

general public found the Usonian houses extraordinarily

60 HnuRP Rpautiful . 71.

61 Hanna, Frank Llnyd Wright'P! Hanna Hnuae. The Clipntfl ' RfiPOrt ,
36.

62 Hanna, Interview, 29 March 1994, Palo Alto, Calif.; Stanford

University Archives Special Collection 280, Carton 1, Vol 3,

Doc. # 370125.
63 Hanna, Frank Lloyd Wright 'a Hanna Hmise. The Clients' Report. 71.

64 Hunter Hendee, "Dream Home Foundations Rise on Frenchman's Mystery

Hill," Stanford Daily , 19 February 1937, Stanford University Archives

Special Collection, Vol. 3, Doc #37 0122.

65 Karen Bartholomew, "Reception Honors the Hanna House that Wright

Built" Stanford nniveraity Campus Report . 18 November 1987.
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innovative66 . The house was a dramatic departure from the

more traditional house design and siting.

As coitpleted. The house appears to be incorporated within

the contours of the hill rather than perched on top. The long

low horizontal roof line, which includes wide overhanging

eaves, appear to repeat the shape of that hill. Then the

central chimney and ventilation tower which extend above the

low horizontal roof line recreate almost visually the top of

that hill. To further create the illusion that the house is

one with the hill, the house is constructed of natural

materials stained and treated in naturally occurring colors.

California Redwood was applied to all wall surfaces. Red

brick with mortar stained to match was designated for the

hearths, chimneys, ventilation tower and retaining walls.

Also, the cement pad was stained to match the bricks and

mortar. That cotnbination or naturally stained redwood, rust

red brick and the weathered copper of the original roof must

have been a beautiful combination of natural textures and

colors.

Today, one views Hanna House at the turn of the driveway

from Frenchmcin's Road. The first view is the long and open

southwest house wall. The visitor follows the steep drive as

it curves up the hill and around to the northeast side of the

house. The southwest living room and original play room wall

include floor- to- ceiling glazed French doors and windows

riinning the length of the wall. One does not have a clear

view into the southerly- facing living room and play room from

66 Twombly. Frank Lloyd Wright Hia Lifs and His Architecture , 260.
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the driveway because the French doors and windows are placed

along the 120 -degree angles of the hexagonal Usonian plan.

The angles of window glass obstruct the view to the inside and

simply reflect back the outside surrounding trees and

landscaping

.

Once past the open windows and French doors of the

southwest wall, the visitor arrives at the back, the more

private side of the house, providing access to the carport,

entry and covered connecting breezeway to the uphill guest

wing. As one approaches the front door, while the Hanna House

entry is not hidden entirely, it is well camouflaged. The

tall and narrow two- door entry is placed along the angles of

the hexagon. The doors are constructed of redwood cuid

rectangle shaped windows to match and repeat the dimensions of

the adjacent redwood board and batten walls. To further

coordinate with the adjacent wall pattern, one- half inch

raised redwood strips were added as accent door trim between

each piece of door glass. The wooden trim also visually

reproduces the adjacent wall batten patterns. Once through

the entry, the redwood continues to the interior walls.

The interior entry hall is dark because of the redwood

interior walls and the deep red brick of the chimney tower

opposite the entry. Visitors are held visually in this tall

entry space by the redwood walls on the left and a lowered

soffit on the right. Two narrow kitchen doors blend entirely

into the left wall except for one round peek hole in the right

side kitchen door specified by Mrs. Hanna 67 , To the right

67 Paul Turner, Lecture, 14 March 1996, Stanford University, Palo Alto,

California.
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from the entry area, one must pass under the soffit to the

drama of the living room. The surprise of natural light in

the living room is in dramatic contrast to the cool darkness

experienced while moving under the soffit between the entry

and living room. Enhanced by the fragrance of natural wood,

the adventure and joy of experiencing this dynamic hexagonal

house begins.

The hexagonal -based plan of Hanna House is also an

exciting space to enter. The large, open plan is both warm

and secure while at the same time expansive and bold. One is

drawn in to explore the structure by the light and diagonals

created with the precise hexagonal grid incised on the rich

brick red cement pad. Following the floor grid from the entry

around the corner to the right, one enters the drama of the

beautiful living room and much-photographed hearth.

The central living room chimney tower serves as a hinge

point for the bedroom wing and living room. The hearth is

lowered by two steps from the rest of the living room floor

which consequently, appears to anchor this home to the hill

site. Past the hearth, the eye is drawn through these spaces

to the expanse of the southwest wall of full length windows

and glazed French doors, then out of the enclosure to the

beautiful view of the California Coast Movmtains beyond. A

conplex variety of views is available from this interior space

created by the wall of glazing set along the hexagonal plan.

While standing in that living room space with its dynamic

floor plan, the visitor can also appreciate the complex

interior ceiling. A pitched roof is the basic ceiling design.
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but it is the variety of heights from 6 feet 7 inches to

16 feet 3 inches which enhance the drama of the room. The

roof seems to be supported throughout the living room and play-

room in an effortless fashion on apparently paper-thin walls

of redwood and glass. Walls of glass predominate yet one

feels protected and secure. Wide overhanging roof eaves that

stop barely six feet above the outside elevation hold the

viewer inside. Still, the viewer is able to appreciate an

unobstructed view of the exterior natural surroundings.

The Hannas and Wright were in agreement that a home was a

secure and nurturing place for the family to gather and be

drawn together. Wright didn't object at all when the Hannas

chose to devote the beautiful, warm, southerly exposure space

above the living room to a play room for the children. The

play room, approximately the same size as the living room, is

up four steps68. At a later date this play room was converted

to a dining room. The original dining area had been located

in an alcove of the living room. With this play room

conversion, a larger and more formal dining space was created.

The kitchen then is conveniently located to the left after you

climb the steps to the play room.

The long hall shaped kitchen is centrally located down

four steps behind the living room chimney tower. That kitchen

connects the space between the play room and the entry. Just

inside the entry, the solid doxible doors with the round peek

hole are at the opposite end of the kitchen from the play

room. While some felt Mrs. Hanna's kitchen was a small,

68 Hmiaft Beautiful . 7 1.
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narrow and inadequate working area, she always defended her

kitchen as an efficient space^^ . she also enjoyed an

unobstructed view from her kitchen to the living room, play

room and beyond to the Coast Mountains through several tall

shuttered pass -through spaces. Those pass -through spaces also

afforded easy communication with the open plan of the living

room and play room. As completed in 1937, the Hannas and

Wright created a successful compromise between an open Usonian

house plan of multiple uses and private spaces for an

individual family

Over the years, however, the color scheme and design for

Hanna House have changed from Wright's original 1937

specifications. The original copper roof was replaced with a

rust red tar and gravel roof between 1942 and 1952. Due to

construction cost over rides, the original concept had been

divided into two projects. The original plan also included a

guest wing and work shop for Mr. Hanna. This guest wing and

work shop was completed in 1950 thus finishing the entire

project as Wright had originally designed. Then in 1956, to

accommodate the increasing niamber of visitors to their home.

Professor and Mrs. Hanna added a driveway and parking area

below the house. In 1957 after the children had all left

home, the Hannas added retaining walls below the house and

remodeled the house interior. During this remodel, all of the

original four bedrooms were transformed into a master bedroom

suite, library and study area. A third hearth was added at

this time to the master bedroom, in 1961, a garden room.

69 Turner Lecture, 14 March 1996.
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garden fountain, swimming pool and surrounding cement terrace

areas were completed^o. This is the structural configuration

we see today.

70 U.S. Department of interior. National Register of Historic Places

Registration Forni
x
submitted by Paul R. Hanna (National Park Service

Washington, D.C., 1977), Nov. 18; House Beautiful, 109.
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CHAPTER 2

ThP DpsiaTi and Const.nicr-ion History

nf ThQ Bazptt- House

Sydney and Louise Bazett, a young San Frajicisco couple,

was attracted to the Hanna House construction site by the

publicity surrounding the project. They met the Hannas and in

the course of their visit, fell in love with the house design.

At Jean Hanna' s urging, they telephoned Wright at Taliesin

West, then followed up with a telegram, dated April 9, 1939

requesting that Wright "do a home in Hillsborough for young

couple"'7i. Wright agreed. The Hannas and Bazetts then shared

their mutual enthusiasm by visiting back and forth between

Palo Alto and Hillsborough at each other's construction sites.

They discussed building orientation on the Bazetts' lot and

watched the construction progress on the Hannas' lot^s

.

Surprisingly, the original owners of the first two

San Francisco Peninsula Wright residences had much in common.

Both couples were young, newly-married professionals with no

children. These would be their first homes. Construction

photos and correspondence in both the Getty Foundation Frank

Lloyd Wright Archives and Stanford University Archives

indicate both couples actively participated in the

71 Sydney and Louise Bazett to F. L. Wright, Telegram, 9 April, 1939,

Getty Foundation Frank Lloyd Wright Archives, Bazett Project # 4002.

72 Sidney Bazett to F. L. Wright, Letters, 12 April 1939, 27 July 1939,

Getty Foundation Frank Lloyd Wright Archives, Bazett Project #4002.
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design phases and labored at their own sites during

construction'73 . There were other similarities.

After correspondence between the Bazetts and Wright and

an initial plan from Wright that, as with the Hannas'

experience, proved to be unsatisfactory, Wright sent them a

second drawing based also on a hexagonal grid. He wrote, "I

like it more than a little... a fresh design for

living. . .outdoor bed space. . .wide shelter over curtained

enclosure. . .shuttered. . .ideal for your climate"

(Illustration 5)74,

The Bazetts were anxious to start their project. They

wrote to Wright, "The Hsuinas are almost as excited cind

thrilled about our home as we are. The house is perfect; just

what we want; we are ever so grateful to you" ''5.

The Bazetts owned their 1.1 acre lot at 101 Reservoir

Road in Hillsborough, so when they hired their contractor,

Mr. Oscar Cavanagh of San Mateo, they were underway with their

construction by March, 194076. Their project started only a

year after they had initiated correspondence with Wright.

Wright sent one of his apprentices, Blaine Drake with his wife

Hulda, to supervise the Bazett construction and make weekly

written reports. Later, William Wesley Peters replaced

73 Getty Foundation Frank Lloyd Wright Archives, Project #4002, photo. 038

1167.014; Hanna, Frank Llnyd Wright's Hanna Ho\ise. The Clients' Report .

1987 .

74 Frank Lloyd Wright to Sydney and Louise Bazett, Letter, 4 July 1939,

Getty Foundation Frank Lloyd Wright Archives, Bazett Project #4002 .

75 Sidney Bazett to Frank Lloyd Wright, Letter, 12 April 1939, Getty

Foundation Frank Lloyd Wright Archives, Bazett Project #4002.

76 San Mateo County Assessors Records, Redwood City, Calif., San Mateo

Cotmty Assessors Office, Lot #9, Book 32, Vol #31, P. 31.
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ILLUSTRATION 5

Plan of ThP Razetf. House*

Permission to photocopy David Gebhard, Rnrnflnza; The Cal ifornia

amhirprtnrft nf Frank Llnyri Wright . San Francisco: Chronicle Books, c.

1988 granted by the Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation, Scottsdale, AZ,1996

FLW FDN, Scottsdale, AZ
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Blaine Drake as Wright's job supervisor. The Bazetts told

Wright they had $7,000 set aside for their house construction,

however when the job was completed in 1940, their project was

over budget also at $13,83377.

While both couples were enthusiastic about their new

homes, the Bazetts' stay in their house was not to be as long-

lived as the Hcinnas' . Louise Bazett wrote to Wright in a

letter dated August 8, 1940, with a 101 Reservoir Road return

address. First she apologized for the delay in her letter

because she said, "they were going through some hectic times"

.

She then thanked the architect for their home "the house has

been a Godsend. I don't like to think how unpleasant things

could have been if we didn't have it to enjoy"78.

Previous to the construction, Sidney Bazett had been

Vice-President in charge of Securities Sales with the Bank of

America in Sam Francisco. Sometime during the construction

year, the couple lost a baby and Mr. Bazett took a new

position with another San Francisco company^? . An invoice

from A. H. Diltman dated April 9, 1942 to repair the copper

pipes was sent to Mrs. S. Bazett, 101 Reservoir Road. That

invoice suggests that the Bazetts were in their home at least

through April, 19428°. The current owners,

Elizabeth and Louis Frank said they had purchased the house in

77 Oscar L. Cavanaugh to Frank Lloyd Wright, Letter, 31 July, 1940,
Getty Foundation Frank Lloyd Wright Archives, Bazett Project #4002.
78 Louise Bazett to Frank Lloyd Wright, Letter, 8 August 1940, Getty
Foundation, Frank Lloyd Wright Archives Bazett Project #4002.
79 Blaine Drake to F. L. Wright, Letter, n.d., Getty Foundation Frank
Lloyd Wright Archives, Bazett Project # 4002.
80 Getty Foundation Frank Lloyd Wright Archives, Bazett Project #4002.
Doc. #B086.
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1945 from the Bazetts after the house had been rented for

several years to the Joseph Eichler familysi . After renting

the Bazett house, Eichler went into real estate.

Eichler became a prominent San Francisco Peninsula real

estate developer over the next 20 years. He became known for

building affordable, practical housing with a unique

architectural character and plan. Eichler was the first real

estate developer who, with an architect, designed low- cost

housing here on the San Francisco Peninsulars . The character

of his original houses is reminiscent of the Bazett plan.

The Bazett House is situated on a hillside similar to the

Hanna House. However, unlike the Hauina House construction

site, the Bazett House is located on an old established road

bed. Mr. Frank indicated there was no earthquake damage in

1989 because the house "is on rock"83. The U. S. Geological

Suirvey fault and soils map of this area indicates the Bazett

house is located along the Coast Mountain Range east of the

San Andreas Fault. The soils at this site are sedimentary

with crystalline and volcanic rock" 84.

On-site construction photos in the Getty Foundation

Frank Lloyd Wright Archives show form boards in place for

pouring the cement perimeter foundationSB . on the elevation

8J- Louis Frank, Telephone Interview by author, 29 September, 1993,
Hillsborough, Calif.
82 Jerry Ditto and Lanning Stern. Design for Living. Eichler Homes ,

(Chronicle Books: San Francisco), 1995.
83 Louis Frank, Telephone Interview by author, 29 September, 1993,
Hillsborough, Calif.

84 u. S. Department of the Interior, GeQlogical Maps of Upper CenozQJc
Deposits in Central California ,

1

993 , map 1-1943.
85 Getty Foundation Frank Lloyd Wright Archives, Bazett Project #4002,
photo 4002.009.
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drawings from Wright's office, notes indicate that "all

foundations to be a minimum of 2 feet below grade"96. Another

photo in the Getty Foundation Frank Lloyd Wright Archives

shows reinforcing bar incorporated in the north living room

wall8f7.

The Bazett House construction phases then proceeded in

the same sequence as documented at Hanna House. The

reinforced perimeter foundation was poured, then the gravel

laid down in anticipation of the cement pad. At The Bazett

House, radiant heating pipes were installed in the gravel

before the cement pad was poured. Next, the living room brick

chimney tower would have been constructed after the cement pad

had been scored in the hexagonal shape. As completed, the

central chimney is low and extends only two rows of bricks

above the peak of the roof^e. Following construction of the

chimney tower, the exterior walls were installed. As the

exterior walls were secured, the copper roof was installed,

supported then by the chimney tower and the exterior walls.

Additional specifications from Wright indicated that the

core for both the exterior and interior walls, was to be

vertical common board or 13/16 inch plywood sandwiched with

layers of exterior and interior horizontal redwood boards and

86 Getty Foundation Frank Lloyd Wright Archives, Bazett Project #4002,
photos 4002.101 and 4002.006.

^ Getty Foundation Frank Lloyd Wright Archives, Bazett Project #4002,
photo 4002.012.

88Getty Foundation Frank Lloyd Wright Archives, Bazett Project #4002,
photo 4002.042.
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battens. Ceilings were to be of plywood or other synthetic

materials^

.

One can see the Bazett House design concept was heavily

influenced by Hanna House although the Bazett House is quite

small by comparison with only 1,480 square feet. As

constructed, the Bazett House is situated also at the brow of

a hill. The visitor approaches this three-bedroom, two-bath

house also on a steep, uphill driveway and arrives at the home

with the private northwest bedroom wing on the right and guest

wing to the left. These two wing structures are connected by

a covered carport. The continuous exterior cement terrace

surrounding the house is approximately one- third the size of

the interior plan. The hexagonal grid also defines the Bazett

floor plan aind because of the angles of the hexagon, the

Bazett House bedroom wing and living room wing were

constructed at 60 degree angles. These two wings wrap around

and protect the garden viewed from the living room. As with

Hanna House, Wright specified using native building materials

stained in naturally occurring colors to encourage a close

proximity with the out of doors.

California Redwood has been used on the exterior and

interior walls. The central chimney and hearth are

constructed of red brick with mortar stained to match. In

addition, the hexagon- incised cement floor pad is also stained

a deep red to match the brick. The low horizontal copper roof

line and deep eaves protect the interior from view, creating

privacy for both the bedroom and living room exterior walls.

89 Frank Lloyd wriahr., TnRr.i-iipr. ionH to ths Bnildftr , September, 1939, Getty
Foundation Frank Lloyd Wright Archives, Bazett Project #4002.
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The exterior walls are solid with only narrow clerestory

windows tucked under at the deep roof eaves . Those windows are

covered with irregularly cut-out panels of wood which create a

frieze effect under the eaves and limit the natural light to

the interior rooms. Light is further limited to the northwest

bedroom wing by the covered carport. The entry, secluded and

difficult to find is located in the back of the covered

carport along the dark northwest exterior house wall.

Through the small and narrow entry, one steps past the

hearth on the right and down steps into the long, narrow,

rectangularly- shaped living room wing. The view is to the

garden through the long interior wall of windows and French

doors. Though not as long as the wall at Hanna House, this

wall of French doors and windows set on the angles of the

hexagon, is reminiscent of the Hanna House play room wall. A

built-in sofa extends along the length of the left living room

wall with attached book shelves above. Above the book

shelves, narrow clerestory windows are again tucked under the

roof eaves

.

Compared to the long, open living room, the bedrocans and

bathrooms are quite small and efficient spaces. The kitchen

is also a small area tucked behind the living room chimney.

The size and height of these rooms contrast dramatically with

the height of the living room.

The Franks then purchased this efficient and dramatic

home from the Bazetts in 1945 and have resided there

continuously^o . The Franks, as the Hannas, have not only been

90 Elizabeth and Louis Frank, Interview by author, Hillsborough,
California, 5 October 1993.
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conscientious homeowners but they also have been respectful in

nurturing their home's original Wright design and philosophy.

Mr. Frank reported that when they needed to replace the

original roof, they replaced it again with copper^i. in some

literature, the Franks' home is called the Bazett-Frank House

possibly reflecting their fifty-two year dedication to

Wright's design and philosophy.

9J- Ibid.
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CHAPTER 3

ThP San Francisco Bav Area Earthquake Environment

On Tuesday, October 17, 1989 at 5:04 p.m., an earthquake

originated on the San Francisco Peninsula approximately eleven

miles beneath the earth's surface. The earthquake, with a

Richter magnitude of 7.1, erupted on a section of the

San Andreas Fault in the Santa Cruz Mountains of Northern

California, ninety miles south of San Francisco

(Illustration 6) . The epicenter, or origin of the earthquake,

was near the town of watsonville, approximately ten miles

northeast of the city of Santa Cruz and forty- five miles south

of Scin Jose. The earthquake was felt over an area

approximately 400,000 square miles from Los Angeles to the

Oregon- California boarder and east into western Nevada. This

earthquake released an amount of energy equal to about thirty

million tons of high explosives, which is nearly ten times the

total of all bombs used in World War ll^s. According to the

U.S. Geological Survey sources in Menlo Park, California, the

southern-most sixty-mile section of the San Andreas Fault was

ruptured. The last time this section broke loose with such

intensity created the San Francisco Earthquake and Fire of

190693.

Eighty- three years later, the 1989 Loma Prieta Earthquake

struck at the peak hour of the San Francisco Peninsula evening

92 Henry J. Lagorio, KarthqiiakPR-An Arnhitecr.' s Qnid P r.n Nnnstructural

Seismic Hazards, (New York: John Wiley & Sons., Inc. 1990), 269.

93 George Plafker and John P. Galloway, ed. T.essnns Learned from the Loma

Prifita, California, F.arthcjiiake of October 17. 19 89 , U.S. Geological

Survey Circular 1045 (Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office,

1989) ,1.
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Tlic San Francisco Bay section

of tlic San Andreas fault.

Map reproduced from: Peter Yanev, ppans of Mind in RarrhmiakF! Country.
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commute. Fortunately though, by 5 p.m. over 60,000 spectators

were waiting at Candlestick Park for the beginning of the

third game of the World Series between the Oakland Athletics

and the San Framcisco Giants. Because of the rivalry between

these two Northern California baseball teams, this World

Series had drawn a particularly large audience. That day

also, a large niamber of fans had left work early to watch or

listen to the game elsewhere.

Most importantly, those 60,000 people were not jammed in

the usual San Francisco and Oakland ccanmute traffic on the

surrounding freeways and bridges. Lagorio reported that

although the area of damage was large, the built environment

generally performed well^^. The damage extended over a seven-

county area from Monterey and Scin Benito counties in the South

Bay to San Francisco and Alameda covmties in the North Bay.

This is the region which includes the San Andreas Fault.

The San Andreas Fault line is formed along the meeting

edge of the oceanic Pacific and the Continental North American

tectonic plates. As a result of the pressure that accumulates

and discharges in earthquakes along the San Andreas Fault,

California is classified as a Region 4 on the Seismic Risk Map

from the 1988 Uniform Building Codecs. This designation

indicates that California is located in an area of the most

severe earthquake magnitude, intensity, probable recurrence

and frequency.

Seismological research introduced in 1967 indicated that

94 Lagorio, EarthcaiakRs-An Arnhitprt's Ouide to Nnnstnictural Ssifsmin
Hazards, 272.
95 Ibid., 22.
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the earth's crust originally had been a single mass of one

huge supercontinent without any ocean basins^^. Perhaps about

200 million years ago, the earth's crust gradually broke apart

and drifted into twenty extremely thick tectonic segments or

plates. These plates now move across the molten mantle of the

earth forming our planet's shifting crust of ocean floors and

continental land masses. Along the coast of California, a

section of the meeting edge of the Pacific Plate moves in a

northeast direction past the Continental North American Plate.

Their frictional movement past one another in this lateral

direction creates an average surface displacement of from 1.5

to 2 . 5 inches a year along the San Andreas Fault

.

That surface displacement or tectonic plate movement over

the millions of years has created a diverse assortment of

soils deposited along fault lines such as the San Andreas

Fault. Potential earthquake vibration then radiates from its

epicenter and emerges along a fault line from this variety of

abutting soils. The lateral earthquake vibrations then are

distorted as they emerge from the various soils.

Buildings by their very design are able to withstand

heavy vertical loads. It is the lateral shaking earthquake

vibrations emerging from and distorted by the various soils

that cause the greatest building damage. The lateral

earthquake vibrations emerge from the fault into the building

foundation then travel vertically up through the structure

walls to the roof. The lateral and vertical earthquake

movements then return to the foundation and ground along that

96 Ibid, 6.
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same path through the walls of the structure. Vibrations are

changed as they travel through the various materials within a

building. Consequently, depending on the strength, speed and

duration of the earthquake vibrations and the variety in

building inaterials, a structure is snapped back and forth in a

diverse and erratic fashion.

Earthquake turbulence inevitably focuses on any weak or

stressed structural connection or materials. Once those

structural components and connections of a building begin to

fail, the behavior of the building changes drastically. It

was the central chimney and tower that failed at Hanna House

during the 1989 earthquake.

When the central chimney and tower failed, the damage was

grave and resulted in serious consequences for Hanna House,

The chimney tower was unable to continue flexing with the

vibrations and at the same time provide the main support for

the tar and gravel roof , The weight of the roof then settled

on the lightweight wooden exterior walls preventing them from

flexing with the earthquake vibrations and returning to their

natural positions. The roof settled about 1 inch out of

alignment, holding the walls out of alignment in the process.

Then interior door openings, windows and walls were distorted

also. As the chimney and tower failed, floor line bricks were

crushed. Also, the cement floor surrounding the chimney and

tower cracked and broke. In addition, the cement living room

floor pad separated and has shifted in elevation reflecting

the soil movement under the house during the earthquake. The
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library fireplace constructed in 1957 cracked along the

mortar

.

In addition to the damage inside, there was extensive

damage outside to the terrace and retaining walls. The cement

floor pad which continued outside the living room and play

room creating the living room, play room and master bedroom

exterior terrace cracked and shifted in elevation. The

perimeter terrace retaining walls exhibited a variety of

damage. The north- side retaining walls bowed while the top of

the northern-most part of the retaining wall collapsed. Some

terrace retaining walls rotated and separated from the brick

facing while in some places along the living room retaining

wall, the brick facing simply cracked. In other locations

along the living room and dining room retaining walls, the

brick facing actually separated and fell away from the

supporting cement terrace walls^''. The stability of

individual buildings in this environment is different in each

earthquake

.

The same earthquake depending on variables of distance,

intensity and surrounding soil approaches each building

uniquely and is affected or diverted in addition by each

building's own variables. The magnitude and duration of the

Loma Prieta Earthquake produced different levels of damage for

Wright's two similar Peninsula designs, Hanna House and the

Bazett House. Structures even of similar design respond

individually in the same earthquake. Construction materials

97 Architectural Resources Group. Hanna House. Recnmmendatinns for
.qeismic Repair and Conservation of Historic Features , Final Report (San

Francisco: Architectural Resources Group, 1991), 17-18.
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of varying densities react uniquely in an earthquake creating

a variety of stresses within an individual structures^

,

Buildings fail during earthquakes because they are often

constructed of a combination of stiff and flexible building

materials. These are the consequences of the earthquake

climate found here on the San Francisco Peninsula.

The relationship between earthquakes and plate tectonics

is a relatively new research area. Little is understood about

why the earth's crust originally broke into the many tectonic

plates and what causes their movement today. Currently, it is

believed that the plate movement creates earthquakes as the

plates move past or beneath one another along the fault lines

or plate boundaries. Ninety percent of all earthquakes do

occur along plate boundaries. Deep-seated cind extrCT:iely

serious earthquakes are less likely to occur where plates

slide past each other in a lateral movement, as along the San

Andreas Fault. Plate movement is unpredictable, however.

If the Pacific Ocean and Continental Plates could creep

by each other smoothly in a gradual, lateral and barely

discernible manner, Californians generally, would have little

with which to be concerned. In reality however, earthquakes

are created from the accumulated strain along a fault line

between two abutting plates which then breaks apart forcefully

causing soil slippage. The fault movement in the

San Francisco Peninsula is further conplicated because the

San Andreas Fault is not a single break in the earth'

s

surface.

98 Lagorio, Earthquakes. An Archltf^ct's aiide to Nonatnictural SpiHmin
Hazards, 37, 53.
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Instead, the San Francisco Peninsula is included in a

wide zone made up of several additional, roughly-parallel

fault lines including the Hayward, Calavaras and Sargent

Earthquake Faults. The San Andreas Fault zone includes not

only these most recent and active faults, but also a network

of older inactive earthquake movement and surface

displacements. With the accumulated movement along these

fault lines, assorted soil and shattered rock sections have

been deposited along the fault lines from previous earthquake

motion. This soil variety is what creates the random

vibration patterns that occur with new earthquakes. The new

fault lines and the older, less-active faults are further

linked.

Old earthquake fault lines can include partially-healed

ruptures. Potentially, these ruptures can also break loose

again with a new earthquakes^ . During an earthquake along the

San Andreas Fault, older or inactive ruptures can possibly not

only break loose again, but also move in different directions

from the current vibrations of the larger and newer fault. A

reactionary process may occur when new earthquake motions

loosen older and assorted formations of unstable rock along am

inactive earthquake fault. The disruption of the older fault

then can further intensify the current earthquake occurring

along the newer fault. In addition, a current earthquake can

also influence other new fault lines located in the same

proximity.

When an earthquake occurs along the San Andreas Fault,

99 Robert lacopi, Earthmjakp Pminr.ry, a Sunset Book. (Menlo Park: Lane
Publishing Co., 1980), 16.
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additional movement and serious damage is also possible among

any of the other newer parallel faults. Any of those new

faults can then also release pressure, initiate earth

vibrations and in return, influence activity along the San

Andreas Fault. Slippage along a new fault can also influence

possible earth movement along previously presumed inactive or

"locked" fault traces in older, weakened rock. When plates

remain "locked" for a period of time, pressure gradually

builds up, erupts in all directions and produces an

earthquake. The vibrations can be intense or mild depending

on the accumulation of pressure released. The 1906 and 1989

California earthquakes were caused by violent adjustments of a

teitporarily "locked" faultioo. Movement along the plates then

is unpredictable. '

Regions along the fault line closest to the epicenter

where the most dramatic shift of the two plates occurs are not

necessarily those with the most damage. Sometimes the farther

a building may be from one fault zone, the closer it can be to

any of the other old or new parallel fault lines on the San

Francisco Peninsula. Consequently, proximity to the epicenter

does not necessarily indicate the area of most severe building

damage.

Two scales were developed as research tools to measure

earthquake damage and movement so that the world' s diverse

earthquake environment could be classified. The severity of

earthquakes is measured on the Richter Magnitude Scale and the

Modified Mercalli Intensity Scale (MMI) . First pioblished in

100 Yanev, Ppans of Mind in Earthqiiakfi Country. 27

.
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1935, The Richter Scale measures the quantity of energy

released during any given earthquake. The Modified Mercalli

Intensity Scale developed in 1931 measures the effects of the

earthquake

.

The Richter Scale is a logarithmic scale with each whole

number representing approximately 31.5 times that of the next

lower number. The Richter Scale has no fixed maximiom; however,

the largest world earthquakes raink at the 8.8 and 8.9 level.

Here are a few exanples. An earthquake registering 1 on the

Richter Scale is so mild, it is only observed by instruments;

however, a 4.5 magnitude earthquake can be felt up to 20 miles

from its epicenter. Earthquakes measuring over 7 are

classified as major earthquakes and characterized by

conspicuous ground ruptures . The Lcxna Prieta earthquake

indicated 7.1 on the Richter Scale and the 1906 San Francisco

Earthquake was assigned the Richter Scale measurement of 8.3.

For comparison, the 1923 Tokyo Earthquake earned a measurement

of 8.2, the Great Alaska Earthquake in 1964 topped the scale

at 8.6, the 1985 Mexico City earthquake recorded an 8.1

measurement and the 1994 Northridge, California earthquake

measured 6 . 8 on the Richter Scale

.

While the Richter Scale indicates the amount of energy

released during an earthquake, the 1931 Modified Mercalli

Index (MMI) measures the effects of an earthquake. The MMI

scale uses Roman numerals I to XII to indicate the intensity

of ground vibrations, the severity of earthquake damage and

the effects on the public. People could probably not even

perceive an I earthquake on the MMI scale. An earthquake with
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an intensity of VII on the MMI scale, at the same time

registering 4 . 5 on the Richter Scale, would be frightening to

those experiencing the trembler. People would find it

difficult to stand and trees and bushes would shake

moderately. Damage would be negligible in well-designed

buildings and slight to moderate in well-built buildings.

The Lcma Prieta Earthquake was classified as a IX level

earthquake on the MMI scale. The population within the

earthquake area experienced panic. After the Loma Prieta

Earthquake, damage was considerable in masonry structures

built especially to withstand earthquakes and great in other

masonry buildings. Some wood- frame buildings built especially

to withstand earthquakes, were thrown out of plumb, while

others shifted entirely off their foundationsJ-oi, The built

environment including building structures, bridges and

highways is indeed at continuing risk in California.

Given the location of the Pacific Ocean and Continental

Plates creating the San Andreas Fault along the West Coast,

earthquakes have become a part of California's accepted

heritage. As urban growth continues in California the

devastating potential of earthquake damage escalates, exposing

buildings located within fault zones to the highest possible

earthquake risk.

During an earthquake, damage to the built environment is

inevitable. Building structures are exposed to ground

ruptures, surface displacements and severe ground vibrations.

l°i George Plafker and John P. Galloway, ed., Leaann3 Learned from the
Loma Prieta, Californi a Rarthf^iake nf October 17, 1989 . U.S. Geological
Survey Circular 1045 (Washington: U.S. Government Printing
Office, 1989) , 19.
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Most Structural daitiage during an earthquake is directly-

related to the intensity of the ground vibrations. While the

potential for earthquakes remains in California, there have

been significant advances in technology, building design,

construction methods and materials which reduce structural

damage. In addition, more sophisticated research techniques

have been developed to map and better understand the hazardous

areas of the earthquake region. These advcinces and

developments combine to reduce losses in newly constructed

structures. Unfortunately, historic buildings are still are

risk.

Historic buildings constructed in earthquake areas are

extremely vulnerable to damage because they were constructed

of dated building techniques and superseded building codes.

Building codes can only assure that structures are constructed

to the maximum knowledge of strength and lateral bracing for

the year in which the house was built. The first specific

ordinances governing earthquake- resistant building design

appeared in the 1934 TTniform Building Code {UBC)io2.

Consequently, 1934 is an important year when studying

construction methods and assessing the seismic damage of an

historic structure. Today, uniform building codes are

assisted by local city planning and zoning ordinances which

prevent building development in the most hazardous earthquake

areas

.

102 Pacific Coast Building Officials' Conference, uniform Ruildinq Code

(Los Angeles: Pacific Coast Building Officials' Conference, 1934)

.
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CHAPTER 4

Ordinances and Policies Governing Hanna House

In a codicil to their will dated February 7, 1967,

Professor and Mrs. Hanna granted to the Stanford University-

Board of Trustees the gift of Hanna House, their real property

at 737 Frenchman's Road, Palo Alto, California. The terms of

the Hannas' will over the years increased the house ownership

percentages for Stanford University. Then in their February

21, 1974 letter to Stanford University, they wrote "...this

will bring Stanford' s interest up to 100% of the whole [Hanna

House] without any reservations." In compliance with their

will. Professor and Mrs. Hanna generously gave ownership of

their home of thirty- eight years to Stanford University, a

private not-for-profit organization. The value of the real

property gift to the University in 1974 was $254,119io3. This

dollar amount reflected the value of Hanna House only. It did

not include the value of the land.

Under no circumstances can Stanford University land be

sold by the University Board of Trustees. The founding grant

establishing Stanford University specified that the original

land given to the University by Senator and Mrs. Stanford must

remain intact. Over the years, to encourage talented academic

people, Stanford University set aside sections of campus land

for faculty housing. The University then leased lots for

construction. In 1936, Stanford University leased the

103 Stanford University Archives Special Collection 280, Carton 5, Vol.

35, Doc. #740017, 740018.
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1.42 acre lot to the Hannas for an annual ground rent of

$100104. With the gift of Hanna House to Stanford University

in 1974, the land was returned to the supervisory-

responsibility of the University Board of Trustees.

In addition to maintaining the site, the Stanford

University Board of Trustees became responsible also for

planning and implementing all conservation and repair work on

Hanna House. The University Board was charged with assuring

that the work was carried out within the framework of the

goals, objectives and standards of Stanford University.

Stanford University is not located within Palo Alto City

limits so Ccurpus construction or repairs are not regulated by

that City's building code. Stanford falls under the

jurisdiction of the Santa Clara County Building Department and

the Uniform Building Code (UBC) . Earthquake repair to Hanna

House recommended by the University Board of Trustees then

must be in compliance with the Santa Clara County Building

Codes

.

Upon receipt of Hanna House, the University Board of

Trustees appointed a nine-member Hanna House Board of

Governors which reported directly to the Board of Trustees and

the President of Stanford University. The Board of Governors,

consisting of University faculty, staff and Stanford

University Art Department volunteer docents, has the

responsibility of evaluating and reviewing any changes in the

use and care of the house and site.

At the local level, the Stanford Board of Trustees

J-04 Stanford University Special Collection 280, Carton 1, Vol. 3, Doc.
#37 007 3.
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administers Hanna House policy. At the national level,

because Hanna House is on The National Register of Historic

Places, Hanna House is subject to the terms of that program as

administered by the National Park Service. Hanna House is an

irtportant national resource and has received considerable

national recognition.

Because Hanna House is not only listed on The National

Register of Historic Places but also was designated by the

National Park Service as a National Landmark, Hanna House is

subject then to the terms of the National Register and The

National Landmark Program. Authorized under the National

Historic Preservation Act of 1966, the National Register is

part of a national program "to coordinate and support public

and private efforts to identify, evaluate, and protect our

historic and archeological resources" lo^. While listing

properties in the National Register often adds a non-monetary

value to the local community, "listing in The National

Register, however, does not interfere with a private property

owner's right to alter, manage or dispose of property" loe

.

National Landmarks constitute about 2,000 of the more

than 50,000 entries on the National Register so Haiina House is

one of a select group of historic structures. The purpose of

the National Landmarks Program is to identify and designate

specific National Historic Landmarks and to encourage the long

range preservation of nationally significant properties. In

addition, the National Landmarks Program focuses attention on

105 Secretary of the Interior, The National Rea iHt er of Historif: Places

(Washington, D. C. : U.S. Government Printing Office, 1993).

106 Ibid.
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properties of exceptional value to the nation as a whole

rather than to a particular state or localityio^ . Nomination

recommendations to National Historic Landmark status originate

with the National Park Service.

In order to locate significant properties for National

Landmark status, the National Park Service conducts theme

studies. Then the National Park Service makes recommendations

to an advisory board which in turn makes recommendations to

the Secretary of the Interior. The Secretary of the interior

nominates the structure for designation as a National Landmark

Property after receiving approval from the owner.

Consequently, periodic visits are made to the Landmark

structure by the State Historic Preservation Officer. In the

event that Hanna House falls into disrepair, the National Park

Service has recourse to require conformity and repair. This

recourse is through the California State Historic Preservation

Office review and inspection process of State structures

listed as National Historic Landmarksioe. Thus, while

privately owned, Hanna House can fall under the jurisdiction

of the National Park Service and the U.S. Department of the

Interior. Hanna House received further national honor.

The American Institute of Architects (AIA) Award in 1960

recognized Hanna House as one of seventeen buildings by

Wright "to be retained as an example of his contribution to

10'' Secretary of the Interior, Prnreedi rKys of the National Historic

T.andiTiark.q Program . (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office,

1990) 294-302.

108 Ibid.
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American culture." This award, however, does not include

restrictions or conditionsJ-o^

.

When Professor and Mrs. Hanna originally gave their home

to Stanford University, they hoped that an endowment would be

established for a distinguished visiting professorshipno . The

visiting scholar and family would occupy the house and hold

small seminars or research gatherings to allow continuing

academic exposure for Hanna House, in the absence of funding

for a visiting professor program, and in the interim period

between when the Hannas moved out in October, 197 5, and the

Loma Prieta Earthquake in October, 1989, the Provost of the

University and his family moved into Hanna House. Through the

meetings, receptions cind small seminars conducted by the

Provost at Hanna House, the home was exposed to a broader

range of the University community. This appeared to be a

satisfactory compromise between the Hannas' wishes for their

house to continue with greater public exposure through a

visiting professor program and the lack of funding available

to initiate the program.

Hanna House has enjoyed considerable public exposure.

Professor and Mrs. Hanna have been generous in sharing their

home. Over the years, they have graciously welcomed Stanford

University students in addition to both national and

international visitors. Included on the list of visitors were

professional groups as well as individuals who arrived often

spontaneously and unannounced at their front door requesting a

walk through their private home, which coincidentally happened

109 Hanna, Frank T.lnyd Wright.' s Hanna House. The Clienr.R' RfiPOrt. 123.

110 Ibid., 125.
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to be the public design of Frank Lloyd Wright. From the

quantities of correspondence in the Stanford University-

Archives, it appears that the Hannas turned very few visitors

away. After they moved and before the 1989 earthquake, the

Stanford University Board of Trustees continued the tradition

of their gracious hospitality. Since 1974, Stanford Art

Department docents have led public bimonthly tours of Hanna

House. However, following the 1989 earthquake, Hanna House

was evacuated by the Provost and is now closed to the public.

According to various reports, Stanford University Campus

incurred $120 to $200 million damage with the Loma Prieta

earthquakeJ-ii . Damage was found in more than two hundred- forty

Stanford University campus buildings. The damage completely

closed down twenty- three structuresJ-12 . Hanna House is

included as one of eight historic structures of those two

hvmdred- forty damaged Stanford University buildings.

In order for the University to become a functioning

academic institution as quickly as possible after the

earthquake, Stanford gave the academic and dormitory buildings

top repair priority. After the damage to Hanna House was

assessed, the central chimney tower was immediately

stabilized. Hanna House was left then as the University

focused on returning the academic community to normalcy. The

University's performance goal established after the 1989

earthquake addressed the issue of earthquake damaged

J-iJ- Don Kozok, 'Quake Damage Bill Still Unpaid," Palo Alto Weekly 20

October 1993, 9; Colin Norman, "Bad Vibes at Stanford," Science
4929,1998,438; Robert Buderi, "Stanford in Squabble over Relief Funds,"
Nature 342, Nov, 1989, 23; Bill Workman "Stanford Hopeful on Quake
Repairs," San Francisco Chronicle , August 12, 1993, A17

.

112 Kozok, Palo Alto Weekly , 9.
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buildings. That goal instructs that all earthquake damaged

Stanford University structures are to be repaired and

seismically strengthened to a level so that they will protect

building occupants while at the same time resist any

earthquakes measuring to the 7 to 7.5 level on the Richter

Scaleii3

.

After the earthquake, as a private not-for-profit

organization, Stanford University qualified for reconstruction

funds from The Federal Emergency Manag^ient Agency (FEMA)

.

FEMA was confronted with some unique situations because

Stanford' s campus consists of large number of older academic

and student resident buildings. Stanford staff reported, "I

don't think they've ever seen claims like we have submitted

for $10 to $11 million on some buildings" ii4

.

Negotiations with FEMA were further complicated because

FEMA assistance was limited to the repair, rehabilitation,

replacement or stabilization of not-for-profit facilities (or

public buildings) . FEMA would not pay for consultant services

or church repairs^s. in addition, FEMA would only consider

those expenses not already covered by insurance. The Stanford

Board of Trustees had determined in years past that paying

enormous premiums for earthquake insurance did not serve their

J-13 Architectural Resources Group, Hanna House :Recnminendat ions for
Seismic Repair and Conservation of Historic Features. Final Report, 3.

J-14 Curt Williams, "Quantities of Quake Quandaries," .Stanford Observer,
January/February 1990,13.
115 California Preservation Foundation. History at Risk, Loma Prieta:
Seismic i^afety & Historic Buildings, (Oakland: California Preservation
Foundation, 1990), 34.
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primary responsibilityns . They felt their responsibility was

to invest in the process of education not in costly annual

earthquake insurance premiums. FEMA assistance appeared to

place the University's earthquake damaged historic structures

in jeopardy of even survival.

During the first thirty days after any emergency, FEMA

legislation takes precedence over other Federal, State and

local laws 117 , it was this thirty-day suspension after the

Loma Prieta earthquake that caused such anguish among

preservationists cuid historians across the country. In the

interests of public safety, historic buildings deaned

hazardous to the public were demolished by owners with no

questions asked because FEMA reimbursed owners for the

demolitions if they were conducted within those first thirty

days after the earthquake. Local governmental review

processes which evaluated the historic iitportance of

structures were abolished for that period of time.

As a result of that FEMA stipulation, many important

California structures damaged in the Loma Prieta earthquake

were completely lost. The Cominos Hotel was demolished.

Built in 1874 in Salinas, California, the hotel had as

recently as June, 1989 been saved from demolition by a court

order obtained by the Monterey County Historical Society. The

Cooper House, constructed in Santa Cruz, California in 1894,

the centerpiece of the Pacific Garden Mall, a National

116 Patti Plijinmer, Interview with author, April, 1994, Stanford University-

Provost's Office, Minutes of University Board of Trustees meetings are
closed for twenty years.
117 California Preservation Foixndation, History at Risk, Loma Prieta:

Seismic Safety & Historic Buildings, 6.
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Register District, was demolished because of the damage it

incurred in the Loma Prieta Earthquake. Also, San Francisco

lost the beaux-arts style Marine Building in the City's

financial district as a result of the FEMA thirty day

rulingiie.

If owners did not choose to demolish their earthquake

damaged buildings during those thirty days, the repairs were

governed by the prevailing codes of the California State

Historical Building Code and the current UBC. Repair of

earthquake damaged buildings was not required to comply

necessarily with State or National fire and safety

requirements. If there were no local preservation

rehabilitation regulations, the prevailing guidelines for

repair of historic buildings was the Secretary of the

Interior's Standards for the Rehabilitation of Historic

Structures ii9
. Because Stanford University is not located

within the Palo Alto City limits, the University repairs are

not required to comply with that City' s local Preservation

Ordinance. Hanna House will be repaired to comply with the

Secretary q£ the Interior's standards for the Rehabilitation

of Historic Structures and will fall under the umbrella of the

California state Historical Building Code .

The purpose of the California State Historic Building

Code is to provide alternative building regulations and

standards for the rehabilitation, restoration or relocation of

designated historic building structures. These standards and

118 -Natures Wrecking Ball," Preaervatiinn News , December 1989.
119 California Preservation Foundation. History at Risk. T^-ima Prieta:
Seismic Safety & Historic BuildingH, 18.
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regulations were designed to facilitate the restoration of an

historic structure in the event of a natural disaster. The

regulations preserve the original architectural elements and

features while at the same time provide reasonable safety to

the occupants. Before the repair work can be started, a

survey and evaluation are made by an architect or structural

engineer who is knowledgeable in earthquake resistant design.

The survey and evaluation then are reviewed by a State

Historic Building Safety Board member within the State

Architect's Office. The advantage of the California State

Historic Building Code is that broad judgment can be used

regarding strength and performance of materials not

necessarily recognized by prevailing building code

requirement si2o

.

There are additional requirements to be met when a

private not-for-profit organization such as Stanford

University applies to FEMA repair funds for historic

buildings. The National Historic Preservation Act of 1966,

Section 106, requires that all Federal agencies consider the

effects of their activities on historic properties listed on

or eligible for the National Register of Historic Places.

While the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, an

independent Federal agency, administers the review process,

the State Office of Historic Preservation has the role of

reviewing the proposed work to ensure that Federal funds will

not be used to diminish the architectural, historic, or

cultural integrity of the historic structure. Unresolved

120 state of California. Title 24 Ruilding standarda , Part 8, Sec. 505.

(Sacramento: State of California, 1979, revised June, 1990), 8-19.
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issues between the property owner and FEMA would be reviewed

by the Advisory Council for Historic Preservation. The process

is usually completed with a formal agreement among all

partiesJ-21.

Some unforeseen complications surfaced with FEMA assistance

for those historic buildings damaged during the 1989

California Earthquake. While The Secretary of Interior's

Standards for the Rehabilitation of Historic Structures

required appropriate repairs to historic structures, at the

same time, FEMA's reimbursement policy paid only for costs

necessary to return buildings to an operable conditioni22

,

This FEMA policy discouraged faithful restoration of importajit

historical structures. It was fovmd that FEMA funds could not

be used to replace high quality original materials in historic

buildings. If in-kind restoration was found to be more

expensive, FEMA's interpretation was that it was not

responsible for those additional costsi23.

On the other hand, if a city ordinance required adherence

to a more recent building code, or that materials must be

replaced in-kind, FEMA did agree that the local requirement

would prevail, but they wouldn't pay for the more expensive

in-kind restoration. For example, full restoration of a

marble cornice, marble mantle or crown molding using

original materials would not be funded by FEMA if fiberglass

or plastic replicas were available and less expensive.

121 California Preservation Foundation. History at Riak. Loma Prieta;

Seismic Safety & Historic Buildings, 20.

122 Ibid., 34.

123 Ibid., 35.
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So while FEMA determined that project owners must restore

their historic structures to The Secretary of Interior's

Standards , FEMA appeared also to discourage the accurate

restoration of damaged historic property. This is in direct

conflict with The Secretary of the interior's Standards for

the Rehabilitation of Historic Structures which requires

Federal agencies to exercise great care with historic

properties

.

Financial support from FEMA is essential to repair

structures in the event of a disaster. The restrictions

though, limit eligibility for the funds. These regulations do

not have the best interests for historically significant

buildings yet a property owner can be burdened with tremendous

expense without FEMA assistance. In the case of Hanna House,

FEMA funds can be only used to repair, stabilize and

rehabilitate the building structure and retaining walls. If

in-kind materials are necessary, such as brick or redwood to

match the original building materials, FEMA money can not be

used to manufacture the construction materials if less

expensive materials are already available.
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CHAPTER 5

Conclusions

The San Francisco Peninsula is routinely subjected to

earthquake tremors varying from barely discernible to the 7.1

Loma Prieta Earthquake in 1989. For a variety of reasons, the

stability of individual buildings is different in each

earthquake. The Hanna and Bazett houses are of similar

design. One house survived the 1989 earthquake with no

structural damage while the other stands structurally weakened

and vacant now as a result of that same 1989 earthquake. The

houses, containing similar design features, were originally

built of the same construction materials and located just

thirty miles from each other in the same earthquake

environment. A conparison of these two structures reveal

important differences which are helpful in designing a seismic

strengthening and repair program for Hanna House.

Both the Hanna and Bazett houses are located

approximately forty miles from the Watsonville, California

epicenter of the 1989 earthquake. Based on the similar

distance from the epicenter, the severity of the vibrations

felt during the fifteen- second earthquake would have been

approximately the same for both houses. Both houses are

situated along the same eastern slope of the Pacific Coast

Mountains and east of the San Andreas Earthquake Fault. In

addition, the Hanna and Bazett Houses are of a similar Usonian

design created by Frank Lloyd Wright.

Wright's designs were quite unconventional for 1937 and
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1940. Both Hanna House and the Bazett House are of innovative

designs with an irregular plan based on the hexagon. Wright

then in addition, designed the two house plans to flow in an

organic or irregular fashion rather than conform to rigid and

symmetrical axes. A symmetrical plan on both axes is the most

stable in an earthquake environment because an individual

building must be able to oppose earthquake motion from any

wall or facadeJ-24. Because earthquake ground waves can arrive

at a site from any direction, research has shown that

structures of irregular plans are not as stable during an

earthquake as those with regular plansi25. Wright's innovative

designs also tended to push the new machine age construction

materials such as steel cind cement to their tensile limits.

As a consequence over the years, his Usonian plan homes have

garnered reputations for structural faults and poor quality

workmanship

.

Historians and architects alike have not always been

generous in their reviews of the Usonian houses. The Museiom

of Modem Art Catalog, Frank Lloyd Wright Architect, claimed

that "Frank Lloyd Wright repeatedly pushed materials to the

extreme limits of toleraince to the verge of failure and

beyond" 126. Hildebrand reported in his book on the Usonian

houses that "questions of craftsmanship, maintenance and

durability loom large in the case of the Usonians"i27 . Again

124 Lagorio, Karr.hQiiakPs. An Arrhitfict' s Guide t.o NonstH iCtura l .Seism ic

Hazards, 47,48.

125 Ibid., 47.

126 Frank Lloyd Wright, Architect, 8.

127 Hildebrand, The Wright Space. Patt-prn and Meaning in Frank LlQVd

Wright's Hnnaes, 135.
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in the Museum of Modem Art Catalog, Mrs. Richard Lloyd Jones,

the wife of Wright's cousin, when asked about the problems

caused by her own leaky roof said "This is what happens when

you leave a work of art out in the rain" 128. John Eifler in

his article on restoring the Usonian Jacobs House indicated

that it was "revolutionary in plan but structurally flawed" 129,

Wright's experiments with innovative non- traditional

house designs in which he incorporated some untested

construction techniques and pushed building materials to their

limit of strength can be partially responsibility for those

perceptions; however, the research for this paper indicates

those were not the circumstances for the Hanna and Bazett

Houses. Construction design did not cause the earthquake

damage at Hanna House. While Wright may have pushed building

materials to their limits at the Hanna and Bazett Houses, he

did so with a strong engineering background. Wright's

engineering education began in Wisconsin before he moved to

Chicago to study architecture.

As a young man in Chicago, he worked as a draftsman in

the office of Dankmar Adler (1844-1900) and Louis Sullivan

(1856-1929) . Sullivan had worked for William Le Baron Jenney

(1832-1907) when he had first arrived in Chicago and Jenney

had been active during the rebuilding of Chicago after the

1871 fire. Chicago is located on alluvial soil. Jenney was

considered a pioneer in the technology of designing

^s Frank Lloyd Wright, ArdliLect , 9.

129 John Eifler, 'Restoring the Jacobs House," Fine Homehuilding
Piipril/May 1993, 78-82.
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foundations necessary to support the tall steel frame

buildings constructed in the unstable alluvial soili3o.

As a draftsman, Wright then worked with both Adler and

Sullivan on the large, mult i- use structure, the Chicago

Auditorium Building, 1886-90. Adler was the master technician

of his day adapting Frederick Baumann' s Chicago foundation

system to the Auditorium Building. While working in Adler'

s

office, it was Paul F. P. Meuller who further modified the

Chicago Auditorium foundation to create a set of "floating"

foundations to carry the weight of the structure"^

.

From his experiences in this office, Wright then brought a

strong engineering grounding to his developing architectural

career

.

Following his work in the Adler and Sullivan Chicago

firm, Wright's career led him to Japan. In 1916, he was

awarded the commission to design the new Tokyo Imperial Hotel.

The challenge was to construct a large, new, modem hotel on a

layer of jelly-like unstable soil in an ongoing active

earthquake environment. Prior to this commission, Wright's

career had focused on designs for private residences. This

public hotel project was similar to the challenges he had been

exposed to during the design of the Chicago Auditorium

Building.

Meuller, from the Adler and Sullivan days, worked on

Wright's Imperial Hotel and designed anti-seismic foundation

130 Marcus Whiffen & Frederick Koeper. American Architecture 1 6Q7- 1 976

London: Routledge & Kegan Paul Ltd., 1981, 246; Frank Lloyd Wright,

Architect . 126.

131 Frank Lloyd Wright, Architect , 59.
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footingsJ-32. Coitipleted in 1923, the Tokyo Iinperial Hotel

survived the September 1, 1923, 8.2 Richter Scale earthquake

and fire. This was an enormous disaster claiming the lives of

thousands of people. The Hotel was demolished after

World War II only because it had fallen into disrepair, not

because of damage it sustained in the 1923 earthquake.

While reflecting on the construction of the Inperial

Hotel, Wright perceived one problem. The problem he saw was

how to make a flexible structure rather than what he called a

"foolish rigid one". He felt that heavy massive masonry would

be destroyed with the ground wave movement. Also, he believed

"the heavier the masonry, the greater the wreck" i33. Further,

he recalled that a building design needed flexibility and

resiliency in order to ride the earth waves of an earthquake

and return to normal at the end of the vibrationsi34.

Wright believed that because the earth waves of an

earthquake were deep, a foundation needed to be shallow to

ride with the wave motion. He thought a short foundation

coupled with a lightweight and flexible structure above would

survive an earthquake in better condition than a heavy rigid

oneJ-35. Current research indicates that flexible building

materials have a greater capacity of absorbing more cycles of

ground motion before failureJ-36. Thus buildings need to be

designed either with boundless flexibility in order to endure

132 Ibid., 59.

133 Frank Lloyd Wright, An American Architecture , 199.

134 Frank Lloyd Wright, Writings and RuildingFi , ed. Edgar Kaufmann and
Ben Raeburn (New York: Meridian Penguin Books, 1960), 149.

135 Ibid., 200.

136 Yanev, Peace of Mind in Earthquake Country , 137

.
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earthquake motion or an ixnlimited capability for stiffness in

the more traditional fashion.

In designing the Tokyo Imperial Hotel, Wright was also

concerned with using the more traditional heavy roof tiles.

"Roof tiles have murdered countless thousands of Japanese in

upheavals, so a light hand-worked copper roof was planned for

the hotel" 137, Wright must have been satisfied with the effect

of the lightweight and flexible copper sheet roofing material

because he specified it again on the 1938-42 Auldbrass

Plantation in Yemassee, South Carolina, in addition to the

Hanna and Bazett Houses. Later, in 1945-51, he also used

copper roofing material on the Unitarian Church in Madison,

Wisconsin.

While commissioned to design the new Imperial Hotel,

Wright spent six years primarily in Japan developing a

foundation and hotel structure he believed would be earthquake

safe. Reflecting on the design process for the Imperial

Hotel, Wright recalled that "I spent six years studying

earthquake conditions" i38. Wright immersed himself in

earthquake resistant technology and construction techniques

which also eventually affected the design for the Hannas' home

and the Bazett residence.

An assumption can be made that from Wright's work in

Tolcyo, an understanding of the strengths of flexible and

lightweight building materials remained with him to influence

designs for his later residences. Wright's experience in

Japan and his interest in constructing for the active

J-^'' Wright, writings and Buildings , 151.

138 Ibid., 149.
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earthquake environment of the Tokyo area also influenced his

decision to create a home in the Usonian design for the

Hannas. The Tokyo Imperial Hotel had been completed in 1923

so that the progression of timing would allow Wright's

thoughts to develop in this manner. Another influence on his

two San Francisco Peninsula designs was the Prairie Style

plan.

The Prairie Style houses show a progression of designs

which also affected his Usonian houses. As reported in

Chapter l, Wright broke out of the traditional square- or box-

shaped house plan early in his Prairie House designs. With

the Bazett and Hanna plans, Wright continued refining the

design process he started with the Prairie Style houses. His

ideas of overlapped room spaces to create ambiguous use spaces

advanced further in the Usoniain houses where he entirely

opened up the pioblic spaces. Both the Usonian living room and

dining room spaces then became ambiguous or multi-use areas.

The original Prairie House plans evolved into the open and

irregular plans seen at the Hanna and Bazett houses.

When the Hannas then approached Wright in 1935 to create

their California home, the Imperial Hotel project was behind

him and he was refining his designs for the Broadacre City

Project. His Usonian philosophy evolved. The influences

included the Broadacre City Project, coupled with Wright's

experiences in the Tokyo earthquake environment and the

evolution of the Prairie House Plan. These concepts all

combined to influence the Hanna House concept and plan. The
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design would be a natural choice for the earthquake-prone

San Fraincisco Peninsula.

As reported in Chapter 1, he first drew a two- story home

for the Hannasi39. why did Wright change his concept from a

two- story plan to the Usonian structure we see today?

Possibly his visit to the Hannas' three available Stanford

University cait^us building sites in March of 1936 influenced

his choice. With that visit, Wright must have realized the

San Francisco Peninsula was as active an earthquake region as

Tokyo. He then applied concepts and construction methods

learned on the Tokyo imperial Hotel. His second proposal to

the Hannas incorporated a lighter weight, one- story, flexible,

wood construction which is a more appropriate design and

materials choice for the Peninsula.

This second design for the one- story Hanna House reduced

construction weight by utilizing flexible and lightweight

materials. Both the Hanna and Bazett houses are one- story,

wooden structures, designed on the 60- and 120 -degree angles

of the hexagonal grid. Structural resiliency is incorporated

through walls folding along those lines of the hexagoni^o.

Further, by using thin, wood- framed interior and exterior

walls in the sandwich design, the need for the more

traditional and heavier lath, and plaster wall was eliminated.

There are no attics in the two houses which further reduced

weight in the framing and roof. With a one-story structure,

which reduced the total vertical weight, Wright then created

139 Hanna, Frank Lloyd Wright.' h Hanna HnuRft. The Clients' RR^ort, 19.

140 L. Cornelia Brierly to Professor and Mrs. Hanna, Letter, n.d.,

Stanford University Archives Special Collection 280, Doc. # 37 0089.
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dynamic interiors through the hexagon grid plan, dramatic

changes in interior ceiling heights and steps to separate

living spaces. Wright developed working drawings for this

second design.

Wright's knowledge of earthquake movement and engineering

skills are further demonstrated in his working drawings for

Hanna House. With the Hanna construction, Wright conformed to

the prevailing UEC and Turner then enhanced the foundation

strength over what Wright had specified in the "Instructions

to the Contractor" 141, The many Hanna construction photos

demonstrate Turner's workmanship and job site supervision (see

Chapter l) . These photographs show reinforcing bar extending

from the house perimiter foundation, foundations for retaining

walls, the living room chimney tower and adjoining kitchen

wall. However, the applicable building codes that Turner

followed were ambiguous for the construction period.

The Specification Documents for Building Materials &

Construction . 1938 did not require reinforcing bar in

foundation areasi42. a change to reinforced foundations had

not yet been incorporated in the Specification Documents. Yet

the UBC for 1937 published in i^ril of that year specified

"all exterior walls shall be supported on continuous masonry

or reinforced concrete walls or footings" i^s
. Hanna House

construction started in January, 1937. It seems likely that

Turner would start construction with the still applicable 1935

141 Hanna, Frank Lloyd Wriyhr.'s Hanna Hnuse. The Clienr.S' RfiPOrt, 35.

142 Pacific Coast Building Officials, Sppcif ication Doniment.s for

Riiilding Mafprials & Construction . 1938.

143 Pacific Coast Building Officials, TTniform Ruildinq Code, 1937, 90.
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HEC and conplete Hanna House relying on that same code. The

1935 HBC was unavailable for this thesis research. The only

copy of the 1935 LEC in the California State Legal Library

System has been reported missing and presumed lost. However,

the Hannas' construction photos record and document the

foundation development.

Given the ambiguous building standards for 1937 , the

photographs demonstrate that Turner chose to construct the

foundation, retaining walls and central chimney tower to a

greater strength by incorporating reinforcing bars. A letter

was found in the Getty Foundation Archives from Blaine Drake

who was at the time supervising construction at the Bazett

House. Drake indicated to Wright that the Hanna House floor

foundation wall at the lower terrace corner (southwest comer)

"is good" 144. The construction photographs demonstrate that

the Hanna House foundations were well designed and constructed

for 1937 and the prevailing building codes.

Turner constructed the foundations to conform with the

yet to be published 1937 IffiC and possibly to a higher standard

than was required by the prevailing 1935 IffiC. With no Santa

Clara County, San Mateo County or even Palo Alto City building

inspections required until 1947, a less ethical contractor

might have chosen to construct the 1937 foundation in a less-

expensive and time-consuming manneri^s. The Hanna photographs

illustrate that Turner had experience and knowledge to

increase the foundation strength over the 1938 .Specification

144 Drake to Wright, Letter, n.d., Getty Foiindation, Frank Lloyd Wright

Archives, Bazett Project #4002.

145 Jim Devine, Interview by author, 6 February 1994, Santa Clara Coixnty

Building and Inspection Department, San Jose, California.
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Documents for Building Materials and Construction

requirements. Turner's good workmanship is evidenced in these

high standards.

The relationship between Wright and Turner continued

after the Hannas' home was completed. Harold Turner, over the

course of the next six years, went on to build a number of

houses with Wright including the 1938 Rehbuhn House of Great

Neck, Long Island^^e. while a skeptic might argue that each was

simply looking to their next paycheck. Turner's six-year

career with Wright indicated a level of trust between the two

men cind a mutual confidence in each other's skills and talent.

Hanna House however, did not remain as constructed by Wright

and Turner.

Over the years, larger additions and more extensive

repairs have been made to Hanna House. Each addition or

remodel has added more weight and variables to the building

site. The Hanna House design became less flexible with each

remodel and in the event of an earthquake became more

susceptible to damage. It is this weight of the sxobsequent

additions made to the original lightweight and flexible

building over the years that created the stress cuid failures

we see today at Hanna House. Professor and Mrs. Hanna

supervised those additions tp assure they agreed with Wright's

Usonian philosophy.

Following his Usonian design philosophy, Wright required

that in order to make the hexagonal grid precise and

continuous, the exterior terraces were poured and incised at

146 Sergeant, Frank Lloyd Wright's TlHonian HouHes , 118.
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the same time as the interior pad. The later additions of

cement terraces including the swimming pool and surrounding

deck then all connected to the original 1937 terrace. When

one stands at Hanna House today, it is difficult to determine

where the subsequent terraces were integrated with the

original work. One must refer to the Hanna photographs in the

Stanford Archives in order to verify where the terraces were

enlarged. In addition to the weight of the building materials

associated with the swimming pool, the weight of the water

contained in the pool is considerable. An average backyard

swimming pool of 15 feet wide by 35 feet long and an average

of 6 feet deep holds 197,000 pounds of wateri47. These

additional structures and connected terraces have all

increased the weight of the original projective.

Also, the replacement tar and gravel roof affected the

weight load on the wooden exterior load-bearing walls.

Correspondence or invoices were not found in the Stanford

University Archives to accurately date the replacement of the

copper roof with tar and gravel. In 1937 however, at the

conpletion of construction, there is much correspondence in

the Archives between Wright and the Hannas about the original

copper roof design, cost and specif ications i49 . Then in 1942,

the Archives include photographs documenting the inspection of

the "failed" copper roof iso

.

J-47 15 X 35 X 6 = 3150 cubic feet. Water weighs 62.4 lbs. per cubic foot
= 197,000 lbs. water.
148 Hanna, Frank Llovd Wright's Hanna Houhp. The Clients' Report , 143,
144.

149 Stanford University Special Collection 280, Vol. 3, #370063.
150 Stanford University Special Collection 280, Photo V. Ill, pg. 52..
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Copper is a lighter-weight material and more flexible

than a tar and gravel roof. According to the 1938

Specification Docmnents for Building Materials & Construction
,

copper sheeting roofing material weighed 1.51 pounds per

square foot and tar and gravel weighed 6 . pounds per square

foot 151. When multiplied by 4,825, the square feet included in

the Hanna House plan (excluding the eaves), the copper roofing

material would have weighed 7,237,5 pounds while the tar and

gravel weighed 28,950 pounds. The additional weight on the

exterior walls reduced their flexibility in the event of an

earthquake which in turn reduced their ability to return

naturally to their original position.

These iitprovements and additions have increased the total

weight of the original 1937 construction project. Lagorio

reported "that building damage occurs when any cortponent of a

structure is loaded beyond its capacity to resist an applied

force of any given magnitude" 1^2 . Also, the less rigid

elements tend to pass the seismic loads on to the more rigid

building elements whether they are designed to resist the

loads or not. When this happens a concentration of stresses

focuses on those more rigid structural elements causing their

failurei53. The rigid central chimney tower failed at Hanna

House in the 1989 Loma Prieta Earthquake. There were no

failures at the Bazett House.

151 Pacific Coast Building Officials' Conference, Specification
Documents for Building Materials & Conatniction . (Los Angeles: Pacific
Coast Building Officials, 1939), 279.

152 Lagorio, Rarthgnakes. An Architect's riuide to Nonstructural Seismic
Hazards, 37

.

153 Ibid., 53.
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The contrast with the Bazett House provided interesting

data and reinforce the findings that it was the additional

weight of the remodels that created the environment for the

extensive earthquake damage at Hanna House. The

characteristics of the Bazett House make it appear more stable

than the Hanna House in this earthquake environment.

A major reason the Bazett structure incurred little

earthquake damage in 1989 is that through the years it has

remained essentially the same plan as devised by Wright. The

cement terrace around the Bazett House has never been enlarged

over the original design. The Franks reported the guest wing

was enlarged only slightly when they converted it to their own

master bedroom.

The Franks constructed a swimming pool and surrounding

pool deck on their property, however; the pool and

accompanying deck are located across the driveway from the

house. The swimming pool project is not continuous or

attached in any way with the existing house or original cement

terrace. In addition, when it became necessary to replace

their roof, the Franks chose copper again. They selected the

lighter weight and more flexible characteristics of the

original copper roof without succumbing to a more traditional

tar and gravel roof . The heavier tar and gravel material

would have been less expensive to install and also required

less maintenanceJ-54 . There are also interesting conparisons in

site conditions and foundation construction between the two

houses

.

154 Rick King, Izmerian Roofing Co., Interview by author, San Mateo,

California, 21 February 1997..
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The Bazett House was situated on the property at an

abandoned road bed. The Getty Foundation Archives contained

nothing to indicate subterranean tunnels at the Bazett House

site. In addition, the Bazett House photographs at the Getty

Foundation Archives do not indicate the preparative process of

grading and filling that we saw at the Hanna House

construction site. The Bazett House is located on more stable

sedimentary rock while the soil at the Hanna House

construction site is of poorly indurated non-marine

conglomerate sandstone, mud and stoneisB. Radiant heating

pipes were embedded in the gravel as specified by Wright at

the Bazett House so there was no need for an underground

furnace room or utility tunnel found within the Hanna House

foundation

.

Further comparing the two house plans, one of the major

differences is Hanna House at 4,825 square feet is a larger

and inherently heavier structure than the Bazett House plan of

1,480 square feet. The continuous exterior cement terraces at

Hanna House are approximately equal in size to the interior

square foot measurement while the exterior terraces at the

Bazett House are approximately only one- third the size of the

plani56 . Adding more weight to Hanna House is the central

chimney and tower.

The Hanna House central chimney and tower is larger,

taller and more massive. The central living room chimney

155 U.S. Department of the interior. Geological Maps nf Upper Cenozoin
Deposits in Central Ca lifornia , map 1-1943; Lowney i Assoc,
Geotechnical Investigation for Hanna House SeiRmir TIpgrrade, .Stanford,
Calif. , 26.

J-56 Hildebrand, The Wright Space. Pattern and Meaning in Frank T.loyd

Wright' s Houses , 149.
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tower at Hanna House is a total of 21 1/2 feet tall from the

living room floor line and extends 8 feet 8 inches above the

roof linei57. The Bazett House central chimney and tower

extend only three brick courses above the roof linei^e. no

elevation drawings of the Bazett House were found to compare

with elevations for the Hanna House living room chimney and

tower. With visual comparisons, one can see the Hanna House

tower is taller and larger indicating more weight extending

above the roof line than the single central chimney tower at

the Bazett House.

As Wright created the design for Hanna House, the central

brick chimney and tower were intended to provide the primary

support for the roof joists. The joists were supported at

strategic reinforced locations along the wooden exterior

walls. When the weight of the roof was increased with the tar

and gravel material, the chimney tower was loaded past it's

ability to absorb the earthquake vibrations from both the

wooden support walls and the foundation. This created the

failure of the central chimney mass during the 1989

earthquake. Lagorio reported that the "integrity of a

building itself depends on the capacity of the foundation to

support any above loads placed on it by the superstructure" J-59

.

According to Yanev, a carefully designed and constructed

modem wood frame building is the most desirable small

157 Stanford Special Collection 280, drawing #41; Photo Vol. 1, pg. 11.

156 Gebhard, Rnmanza . The California Architecture of Frank Llovd Wright .

42.

159 Lagorio, Earthquakes. An Architect's Guide tn Nonst ructural Seismic
Hazards . , 60.
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property because it is lightweight and flexibleieo. Also,

certain building materials perform better than others under

the stress of earthquake motion. Generally wood and steel are

preferred construction materials in earthquake -prone regions

because these materials are flexible and relatively

lightweight. Wright believed that building designs needed

flexibility and resilience in order to ride the earth waves of

an earthquake and return to normal at the end of the

vibrations 161.

With each project irt^rovement or addition over the years,

more weight was added to Wright's original construction so

that Hanna House, designed to be lightweight and flexible,

could not support the additional acciamulated weight and at the

same time resist the vibrations it sustained in those fifteen

seconds during the 7.1 Richter Scale 1989 Loma Prieta

Earthquake. If left as originally constructed, leaving the

weight, or vertical load as was originally designed, Hanna

House would endure with less damage in the earthquake climate

of the San Francisco Peninsula.

160 Yanev, Peace of Mind in EarthQpiakp Country , 135, 137,

161 Frank Lloyd Wright, Writings and Buildings , 149.
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CHAPTER 6

Recommendations

Turning now to my recommendations, the design challenge

of installing a seismic strengthening program at Hanna House

is complex. Hanna House is located in the most severe

earthquake environment of the United States. This historic

structure is already located in close proximity to the active

San Andreas Earthquake Fault stands seriously damaged as a

result of the 1989 Loma Prieta Earthquake. The repair program

designed for Hanna House needs to meet the Stanford University

performance goal for public safety while at the same time

retain as much historic fabric in the building as possible.

Also, the repair materials and treatments must be reversible

in anticipation of future knowledge and improvements in

seismic research and treatments. Earthquake damage to

historically significant buildings adds a new parameter to the

field of Historic Preservation.

Traditionally, Historic Preservation has addressed the

concerns for repairing structural and decorative damage of

historic buildings caused by neglectful maintenance. Concerns

of minimal intervention, reversibility of repairs and

preservation of historic fabric have been the important

issues. However, with Hanna House, or for that matter any

historic structure located in an active earthquake area, the

first concern is one of seismic strength providing public

safety within the structure during any possible future
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earthquakes. A balance between history and safety must be

found through a combination of strategies^^s

.

The following are my recommendations to be initiated now

in anticipation of the eventual program adopted by Stanford

University to restore Hanna House.

First ; The cement terraces added after 1950 should be

separated from the original terraces . This procedure will

reduce the connected weight moving dynamically with Hanna

House in any future earthquake. Reducing the cimount of

connected weight will make the already severely weakened

structure less susceptible to possible future earthquake

damage pending corrpletion of the restoration design.

Second : Hanna House and it's site must be carefully and

cortpletely documented before the restoration process is

initiated. Existing records must be examined to ensure that

this current documentation augments but does not duplicate

what is already located in the Stanford University Archives.

The documentation should include drawings locating the two

Coutts irrigation tunnels on the site. Also, scale drawings

depicting the current Hanna House need to be prepared. The

interior and exterior of the house should be photographed

completely. Those photographs then would be carefully labeled

and dated. All newspaper and journal articles in addition to

the correspondence pertaining to the damage and restoration of

Hanna House need to be organized. Written reports, cost

estimates and actual repair costs would be recorded also. All

162 M.J. Crosbie. "Quakeproof ing Landmarks: Protecting Historic Buildings
from Earthquakes without Destroying Original Features," Architecture 81

November 1992, 119.
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of this information should be cataloged in the Stanford

University Archives Special Collection 280 with copies of the

drawings and records sent to the Frank Lloyd Wright Fellowship

Library at Taliesin West, Scottsdale, Arizona.

Third : It is necessary to locate and chart the reported

old or locked earthquake fault line on the Hanna property.

It is in^ortant to establish regularly monitored fault creep

markers on that earthquake fault to establish the longest

possible record of any movement. Any creeping movement along

this line indicates an active earthqueike fault. It is

essential that the creep markers are installed even before the

restoration of Hanna House begins in order to initiate that

history of any possible earthquake activity. Whether or not

movement is found along that fault line will influence the

scope of the seismic strengthening plan for Hanna House.

Fourth : The date to which Hanna House will be returned

must be established. This date should be determined first

before the various restoration programs and seismic treatments

are even considered because that date influences both the

extent of the restoration project and the total project

budget. In 1994, Stanford University officials estimated that

it will take $2 million to restore Hanna Housei^s, with a

restoration date established, this figure then can be verified

or adjusted.

Research for this thesis indicates Hanna House should be

returned to 1950 which is the year the Hannas completed

163 Karen Bartholomew. "Stanford, FEMA Agree on Sharing Quake Repair Tab.
Stanford riniveraity CanTpua Report . 26 March 1994, 1; Mary Madison.
"Quake -Damaged Hanna House Gets Face-Lift." Han Franc i sen chronic]

e

. 8

March 1996.
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construction on the guest wing. This will restore Hanna House

to the design as originally conceived by Wright in 1937. It

is also the date before the subsequent remodels and additions.

During a restoration, there are always questions of

whether to leave or remove additions or modifications to

historic structures. Properties change over time. Sometimes

those changes have acquired historic significance in their own

right. Sometimes also, the modifications may or may not be

syn^athetic with the design of the original structure. In any

case, the public grows used to them.

The question with Hanna House is not one of appearances

or whether a modification is sympathetic with the entire

project. The question concerns what construction or additions

may, because of weight, have impaired Wright's original

flexible design and its ability to survive in the earthquake

environment on the San Francisco Peninsula. This is why the

1950 restoration date was chosen, after the guest wing was

cortpleted, yet before the various additions were made to the

proj ect

.

These previous four recommendations may be conducted at

the same time Stanford University establishes a budget for the

seismic retrofit and restoration program and develops a fund

raising program for the additional necessary funds. The

following is my recommendation for a seismic strengthening

program:

Fifth : This research recommends removing Hanna House

from its site in order to undertake the most complete, careful

and safety conscious restoration. This is an extreme measure.
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and possibly the most costly method of restoration; however,

this measure is proposed because of the uncertainty created by

the Coutts irrigation tunnels. The possibility of even a

section of the Coutts tunnels collapsing beneath the house

would be devastating. The advantage of documenting,

dismantling and removing Hanna House from the site is that the

original building materials would be safe frcxn any damage

while the tunnels were being inspected and reinforced. The

entrances to the Coutts tunnels could be located and opened.

Their exact path in relation to the location of Hemna House

would be determined and recorded. Also, it would be possible

to determine and clearly assess any failure of the fill

section under the living room aind living room terrace. If the

University decides to leave Hanna House on site during the

exploration of the subterranean tunnels and the foundation

restructuring, the restoration project is further complicated.

If the building structure is left on site, the space in

which personnel have to maneuver heavy excavation equipment is

restricted. The house itself is not only subject to further

failure, as the building site is excavated and explored but

also the structure is exposed to further possible damage by

that equipment.

If repairing Hanna House were singly a matter of

strengthening the foundation, then Hanna House could be

supported while the new foundation work were completed. As

previously reported, the central chimney tower failed in the

1989 earthquake which resulted in damage to the entire

structure. Because the damage is not localized in the
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structure but is extensive throughout the entire house, it

makes poor economic sense to maintain the structure in place

while conducting exploratory excavations then seismic repair

work to the foundation. When one looks at the totality and

pervasiveness of the earthquake damage to Hanna House and how

each structural problem affects and is inter- related with

other damage to the house, removing Hanna House from its site,

does not seem such a radical idea. There is a precedent also.

A similar removal and restoration program was implemented

for another Wright design, the Pope-Leighey Houseis*

.

Constructed originally in 1940 in Falls Church, Virginia, the

1,200 square foot Pope-Leighey House was moved in 1961 because

Mrs. Leighey's home was condemned by the Commonwealth of

Virginia Department of Highways to make way for construction

of Interstate 66. The house was donated by Mrs. Leighey to

the National Trust and siibsequently moved to the site of the

National Trust property, Woodlawn Plcintation in Fairfax

County, Virginia.

The entire Pope-Leighey House process of dismantling and

moving the house was filmed. Taliesin sent the original plans

to help with the procedure. Dismantling Hanna House would be

a more complex project than was the Pope-Leighey House because

Hanna House is larger at 4,825 square feet compared to the

Pope-Leighey House of only 1,200 square feet.

At the Hanna House construction site, after the

irrigation tunnels are made secure, and the fill area

inspected, then the perimiter foundation would be rebuilt to

164 Helen D. Bullock, ed. Pnpe-T.eighey Houae . (Washington, D.C.: National
Trust for Historic Preservation, 1969)

.
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current building codes. The damaged retaining walls, the

chimneys, the ventilation tower, the subterranean furnace room

and utilities tunnel could then be rebuilt also with the

benefit of current seismic engineering technology to conform

to the current UBC over the newly constructed perimiter

foundations. This procedure creates the most secure site for

Hanna House. The house would be reinstalled over the

reinforced foundation members and returned to the 1937

flexible concept originally designed by Wright.

The flexibility that Wright originally incorporated into

this structure through the hexagonal floor plan, wooden

construction members, wooden sandwich walls and the copper

roof would be allowed to respond on their own in the event of

another severe earthquake. A new copper roof should be

constructed to Wright's design specifications which are

illustrated in drawing #81 held at the Stanford University

Archivesi65. t^q master bedroom chimney constructed in the

1957 remodel ideally should not be rebuilt.

As the structure is rebuilt over a modern foundation, new

plywood sheer walls and bracing should be added where possible

inside the sandwich walls. The Stanford University Archives

indicate that in 1957 , plywood was installed in some walls

creating sheer walls. Plywood adds lightweight strength with

some flexibility. When it is not possible to install the

plywood, cross bracing should be installed in the walls.

The cross bracing would at least slow down the motion of the

building during an earthquake i^^ . The diaphragm action of the

165 Stanford University Archives Special Collection 280, drawing #81.

166 Arnold, All Shook Up , 116.
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roof will be irrproved if plywood is installed first before the

copper sheathing is appliedi^^ , Arnold reports that when a

building is firmly attached to the ground, it tends to

resonate with the ground vibration of an earthquake. The

earthquake forces increase greatly at higher floors or at the

roof lineJ-68.

Hanna House then should be constructed to include the

guest wing as it appeared in 1950. The structures added to

Hanna House after 1950 when the guest wing project was

completed need to be removed and not rebuilt in the

restoration. Consequently, Hanna House would not be hindered

by the weight of the subsequent cement terrace additions, the

garden room, fountain, swimming pool, tar and gravel roof, the

lower driveway, parking area and connecting stair.

Removing these connected structures from the hillside

will reduce the amount of accumulated weight which moves

dynamically with Hanna House during an earthquake and as a

result will reduce earthquake damage. The lighter the

building mass, the less resulting dynamic and damaging force

is created during an earthquake^^^^ . In this case, in the event

of another earthquake, the reduced construction weight would

allow Hanna House to float with the earth movement. This is

the building action Wright had originally intended.

In summary, Hanna House, though situated in an active

earthquake environment, incorporated good quality materials

1^ J. S. Russell, 'On Shaky Ground," Architectural Record 179 June 1991.

168 Arnold, All Shook Up , 113.

169 Lagorio, Earthguakea. An Architect's Guide to Nonatnictural Seiamic
Hazards , 84.
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and was constructed in a conscientious fashion to the

prevailing 1937 iffiC. Wright and Turner turned to the best

available 1937 knowledge and technology. An article appearing

in the August, 1937 "Architect & Engineer" reported on "a

Frank Lloyd Wright house at Palo Alto, California designed to

resist earthquakes." Further, the author of the article

reported that even though the Hannas' house was constructed in

the center of the San Andreas earthquake fault, still it was

constructed to "withstand the most severe disturbance" J-^o

.

This article demonstrates that earthquake resistance was

certainly a concern in 1937 . Wright did not ignore that .

concern, but worked with the knowledge and technology

available at the time.

Compared to our knowledge today of course, less was

understood in 1937 of seismic strengthening construction

methods and stress tolerance levels of building materials.

Knowledge of earthquake construction has changed vastly over

the past twenty years so that we are quite sophisticated in

our technology today.

Returning to the construction site, the Coutts tunnels,

the subterranean heater room, utility tunnel and the cut amd

fill of the foundation pad under the living room were

significant issues contributing to the structural earthquake

damage. How much each of these issues participated in the

damage can not be documented but as an aggregate, they share

responsibility for the considerable earthquake damage seen

today at Hanna House. The issue of questioneible foundation

170 Architect f. Enginppr , Aug. 1937, 3.
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stability was compounded with the remodels to Hanna House

which enlarged the project and increased the total weight

carried by the foundation supported over the Coutts irrigation

tunnels.

As a result of the research conducted for this thesis, an

effective restoration and strengthening plan has been devised

for Hanna House which acknowledges Wright's original flexible

design concept. These recommendations did not included

inposing a rigid or stiff retrofit program on a building that

Wright desicpned to float. A rigid program will work at cross

purposes with the flexibility Wright originally incorporated

into this house. Stiffening an old structure cam mcike it more

susceptible to seismic forces. The stiffer a structure

becomes, the shorter its vibration period and the more the

earthquake vibrations are magnif iedJ-^i.

Instead, a program has been recommended which would

reduce the accumulated weight of subsequent additions made to

Hanna House over the years, stabilize the subterranean Coutts

tunnels, rebuild the foundations to current UBC and further

reinforce the interior with flexible lightweight wood support

members

.

171 Crosbie. 'Quakeproof ing Landmarks: Protecting Historic Buildings
without Destroying Original Features,' 119.
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